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Jet Noise Reports: January, February, 2019 
 

 

 

 

 

We started 2019 with ROARING, 

SCREAMING, BOOMING JET NOISE, 

exceeding previous noise records.* 

Some residents have instruments that measure the decibels 

inside their home, as seen in a number of the comments. 

Noise level is measured in decibels, with lawn mowers 

producing around 90 dB. This is louder than traffic noise -- 

which averages around 80 dB. As seen in reports now and 

over the past years,   Growler jets are producing anywhere 

from 60 to 118 dBA inside homes. 

 

 

 

As you read the comments, beginning on page 8, you can see that many of them 

refer to multiple noise incidents in a single report. A report is only counted once 

despite the internal reference to multiple incidents, or a full day or evening of 

noise.  Thus, the number of noise incidents is actually much larger than the 

number of reports.  

In addition, some residents prefer to call the Navy's comment phone line instead 

of using the website.  This report does not have access to the number of those 

calls. 

The noise complaints by residents beginning on page 8 tell the human story. Read 

them. They are written by your constituents and neighbors.  

INSIDE THIS REPORT: 

 Map of Report Locations  

 Comparisons by Year 

 Noise Reports by Month  

 Reports by Type of Noise 

 Daily Jet Noise Profile  

 Reports Of Noise by Hour of the Day 

 Comments submitted with each report, revealing human impacts 

*The San Juan County Jet Aircraft Noise Reporting website http://sjcgis.org/aircraft-noise-reporting/  was developed and approved by the County Council to 

enable San Juan County residents to have a reliable source for recording and tracking their comments and complaints about jet noise from Naval Air Station 

Whidbey Island. Reporting began on May 15, 2014; data has been analyzed for this report since January 2015. 

http://sjcgis.org/aircraft-noise-reporting/
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  Sample of the Jet Noise Reporting Map, February 16, 2019.  Map typically shows 
report locations of the past 30 days or so. This map is condensed and many 
"dots" overlay each other. 
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For example, in January, 2019, 895 comments were recorded, describing 895+ noise incidents. 
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Daily Jet Noise Reports: 
March 1, 2018 - February 28, 2019

By way of example, this chart presents the number of noise reports by day for the past 12 months.  As seen in this chart, there are 

many days when the noise is so excessive that there are many reports. Interspaced are days with fewer reports. The Navy persists in 

using “annual noise averaging,” significantly underestimating of the impact of jet noise.  There is no "average" level of noise. 
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For example, reports submitted reporting noise 11:00 am through 11:59am are clustered in the 11 o'clock hour. Some reports do not include a 

specific time.  For those, related data may indicate Day or Evening noise disturbance.   
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Comments Submitted with January, February, 

2019 reports 

75 decibels 

73.9 decibels 

72.4 decibels 

Intermittent roars. 

2:25pm, Jan 2.  Still Roaring. 

68.6 decibels 

Happy New Year-  horrible, tinny, thundering,vibrating 

racket- sustained for minutes on minutes, waxing, waning.  

Harming our environment.   Navy disdains civilians. 

Continuing rolling thunder from Whidbey jet activity.  

Distracting me from my work.  I never know if it is a truck 

rolling up to my home office, an earthquake, or the damn 

Navy, so I have to pay attention. Distracting.9:02am 66.8 

decibels 

9:20am. 58.3 decibels 

9:22am. 64.6 decibels 

Extremely loud growler aircraft, low flying with gear down 

A little horrid thunder from the south marring an otherwise 

peaceful and beautiful a Friday afternoon.   NAS Whidbey 

abusing Fidalgo Island near the ferry terminal. 

From 10:00 to 2:00 Roaring. 78.6 decibels recorded. 

Sounds like all the jets launched this morning (roaring vibrations all morning) are 

now going to fly screaming over our home. 

Growler going over low 

3 jets low over southern end of Lopez Island, approaching landing. Extremely loud 

& disruptive 

Beginning at 8:45 AM, ongoing (11:08 AM), huge blasts of house-shaking noise 

from FCLP events at Whidbey NAS. The sound penetrates one's chest and inner 

ear. This is a form of torture, grinding away at the well-being of our bodies and 

mental health.Echo-y roar of jet in the sky.  The roaring is continuous. 

I was on the phone and the Growler overhead caused me to lose concentration 

and pause the conversation. The initial "growling" reverberating this morning is so 

irritating. I keep thinking it is thunder, or tornado, or what?? 

Very loud jet overhead, Mud Bay, 11:01am, Jan 7.  Cannot see it due to clouds but 

the noise is exactly like the growlers we hear and see. The noise is prolonged. 

Extremely loud roaring jet.  Disrupted my work.  The roaring went on and on. 

This is one of the worst days for noise pollution from Growlers at Whidbey NAS. If 

I made a report for every noise incident we are experiencing, I would get nothing 

else done. The day is being consumed by disruptive noise shaking us and our 

home. 

We are experiencing some pretty consistent rumbling and vibrations from jet 

activity at Whidbey.  10:08am.  If it's not that, then there must be a coal train 

rumbling across my front yard!  Get the picture? 

5:10pm. Overflight. 65.7 decibels. 
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5:20pm. 78.3 decibels 

5:21pm. Rattling from jets. 73.4 decibels. 

6:44pm. 68.8 decibels 

8:42am, Jan 8. 70.6 dbl 

8:43am, Jan 8. 71.4 dbl 

Loud roaring jolt from Whidbey 8:45am. 

extremely loud jet noise, makes the house shake. repeated 

several times. 

68.2 decibels 

66.8 decibels 

Another loud vibrating roar from Whidbey. 8:46am 

8:46am, Jan 8. 75.3 dbl 

Yet another loud roar and rumbling LOOOOONG vibration 

from Whidbey.  Sounds like it will be a hell of a day on 

Lopez. 

8:50am, Jan 8. 73.4 dbl. 

"Thought I had a chimney fire, it was only the growler.  

Scary." 

8:56am, Jan 8. 76.2 dbl 

9:10am, Jan 8. 73.6 dbl. 

9:13am. Jan 8. 72.8 decibels. 

Everything in the house rattled. 

9:19am, Jan 8. 72.6 decibels 

9:22am. Jan 8. 75.9 decibels 

More roaring jet rumbles vibrating through our home. 9:24am 

MORE roaring vibrations from NASWI.  A very bad morning. 

More jet rumbling vibrations shake our home. 

MORE LONG rumbling vibrations from Whidbey.  A horrible morning of noise. 

10:05am.  This has been going on all morning.  LOUD VIBRATING JET ROARS. We 

need Reps and Senators who HEAR us, and are not in the pocket of the Navy. 

ANOTHER LOUD roar and  vibrating rumble from Whidbey 

10:34am, Jan 8 now. Roaring past hour. 

On the heels of one roaring jet engine vibration we get another. 10:35am.  A 

morning of terror. 

The roaring and vibrations from Whidbey continue this morning, January 8.  

Sounds of war all morning. 

10:45am, Jan 8. 63.5 to 70 decibels. 

10:47am, Jan 8.  We have been blasted by roars and vibrating rumbles all morning. 

10:47am, jan 8. RIPPING Overflight. 76.2 decibels 

VERY LOUD jet overhead.  Mud Bay, Lopez. 
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10:50am. Jan 8. RIPPING Overflight again. 78.4 decibels. 

Extremely loud jets & growlers continuing every few 

minutes. Stressful. 

The noise filling the skies is tremendous.  As if the jet engine 

activity is just echoing and rolling around and around and 

around and around.  It fills our ears. 

One after the other.  Jets must be taking off.  Does not really 

sound like singular engine run-ups because we also have 

jets in the skies.  VERY NOISY. 

The roaring vibrations continue.  House vibrates. 

Lots of continuous jet noise this morning, Jan 8. 11:04am:  

We seem to get the big vibrating rumbles one after the 

other. 

The rumbling in the air continues.  the air is full of jet noise. 

Don't know what is going on, but the jet noise in the skies is 

incredible.  Continuous thunder. 

The roaring and vibrating waves coming from Whidbey are 

joined by LOUD jets overhead.  11:08am, January 8. 

Basically continuous noise. Walls and windows rattling. 

BIG rumbling roaring vibration from NASWI. 

Jet noise in the skies is incredible.  There must be jets 

everywhere. Cloudy, can't see.  Jets in the skies and jet 

activity on the ground.... 

11:14am, January 8,  Loud jet over South Lopez. 

Very loud screaming jet over us.  Mud bay. 

Sky is filled with jet noise.  Penetrates our home. 

Very loud jet flying over us. Cloudy.  Cannot see it, but it has all the hallmarks of a 

Growler. 

So much jet noise. Drowns out the music inside our home.  NOT a peaceful 

morning. 

This is what it is like: rumbling sound waves in the air; body feels vibrations, 

vibrations through the floor and the chair. JET ACTIVITY from Whidbey, 14 miles 

away.  That is NOT RIGHT. 

This is ONE BIG ROAR, louder than the others.  Bigger rumbling sound waves and 

vibration.  11:46 am, January 8. 

Rumbles all morning are bothering the office dog.  She keeps thinking there is a 

threat and tears off into barking sprees. 

The rumbling vibrations CONTINUE.  RIGHT NOW. 

The jet engine activity that rors across to Lopez CONTINUES.  An ENTIRE MORNING 

OF THIS. 

Again and again, all morning, jet engine vibrating sound waves hit our home. 

Now, after noon, we are still being hit with jet engine vibrating noise from 

Whidbey. 

More explosive noise and vibration from growler practice at Whidbey NAS, 

puncturing, interrupting our day and concentration. Just measured 90.1 db, on C 

scale, and windows rattling. This is obscenely intolerable! 
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Roars and rattling the house and bodies all morning since 

843am.impossible to concentrate. 

Growler jet flying south low over Lopez Village.  What is it 

doing up here? The noise is fierce. 

From 12:10 to 1:25pm Steady noise and roars. 76.2 decibels 

recorded. 

The jets were so loud it was not possible for my barnmate 

who is a equintherapist to talk with a client!  The navy is 

stopping Kristin from doing her work. 

1:40pm, January 8.  The rampage from Whidbey continues.  

We continue to be slammed by vibrations through our 

house. 

Another slam from Whidbey.  Roaring and vibrations. 

1:48pm. Jan 8. 78.8 decibels.  Overflight. 

Screaming jet overhead.  South Lopez. 

1:52pm, Jan 8. 89.8 decibels Overflight. 

Extremely loud jet over us.  South Lopez. 

Going on all day 

Many thunderous FCLPs roar up to our house on Pavey hill, 

rattling the windows and shaking our home. 91 decibels are 

the loudest disturbing peaks. 

The abuse continues.  ANOTHER loud jet overhead, Noise of the whole day so far: 

Loud jets overhead and roaring blasts from NASWI. 

A continuous march of roaring jets over us.  Launched from Whidbey with LOUD 

ROARS that penetrate our home, and then they fly over us. Assaulting us. 

A full morning of blasting jet engine vibrations slamming into our home, and it 

continues this afternoon.  GO AWAY, NAVY.  Take your arrogant terror somewhere 

else. People are trying to live here! 

70 to 91 db C scale noise events  from FCLP's continuing throughout the day. Most 

recent one rattled the doors of our Jotul heating stove. Flyovers happening as 

well-equally loud. 

More jet roaring from Whidbey.  Continuous today. 

The rumbling vibration from Whidbey hits our home again.  I am recording EACH 

ONE. 

Continuing the rumbling vibrations that shake our home.  South Lopez. 

More screams and shrieks from jets overhead.3:03pm 

Eisenhower warned us about the Military Industrial Complex.  Our legislators have 

ignored that warning.  Now we are living with days like today, a continuous 

barrage of jet noise, vibrating our homes, in this country's lust for unbridled 

power. 

Needed to be outside for a moment and sorry about it.  The jet noise in the air is 

INCREDIBLE.  DEAFENING.  THUNDEROUS.  This is offensive. No environmental 

laws limit the Navy????? 

Jet noise from Whidbey continues.  3:21pm.  I started recording noise early this 

morning. 
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Jan 8.  I am upset, my heart is racing.  I am nervous.  Today 

we are being bombed with jet noise.  ALL DAY. Who is 

protecting us?  Certainly not the arrogant Navy.  Certainly 

not Larsen, Murray and Cantwell. 

Ear protection helps protect hearing inside of house. But 

nothing can dampen the intense vibration. All day long 

today. Torture. 

The Navy assault on our homes continues.  I am recording 

each one today.  Home is RATTLED by Jet engine activity 

from Whidbey.  It is CONTINUOUS. 

Another rolling thunder from Whidbey vibrates through our 

home.  South Lopez. 

The jet rumbling from Whidbey continue.  It rumbles 

through our home like an earthquake. 

Loud rumbling all day so far.hard to read or concentrate. 

Loudest blast of noise yet- shook our house and the ground 

beneath! No more flights and no more new growlers! 

Citizens, help protect the peaceful existence of Lopez, our 

island home. Do not let the Navy destroy it- raise your 

voices! 

3:36pm, January 8.  We have been enduring thunderous 

bombing roars from NASWI all day.  Here it is AGAIN. I also 

heard it while driving by the school on Lopez this afternoon. 

How can learning happen during such noise assaults??? 

More roaring vibrations from Navy rattle our home. 

Loud roar. I don't feel well and need some sleep. I can't sleep. I hate that my 

peaceful island home cannot be enjoyed like it once was. 

Disturbingly loud throughout day. 

It is 4pm.  Since early this morning we have been blasted with jet engine noise and 

sound waves.  Here it is again. 

Engine run up 

The thunder waves from Whidbey continue today, January 8, 4:17pm.  South 

Lopez. 

Bought this property on South Lopez in the early 90's.  QUIET.  The Navy has 

apparently decided that it can degrade property on Lopez.  Sorry I moved here.  

Will not vote for Murray, Larsen, Cantwell who do NOTHING about it. 

Jets rolling above us.  Blasts coming from Whidbey.  This has been a hideous day. 

January 8 filled with abusive jet noise. May as well have spent the day on SeaTac 

runway. 

Here is ANOTHER blast from Whidbey vibrating through the walls and floor of my 

home. 4:29pm, January 8. 

4:30pm. Jan 8. Loud roars all afternoon. 68.6 decibels. 

Growlers taking off from Whidbey NAS 

4:32pm, Jan 8. 76.2 decibels. 

Jet roaring over South Lopez.  The abuse never ends, apparently.  Navy needs to 

be in low-population area, not here. 

4:50pm, Jan 8. Steady roars all this hour. 75 decibels. 
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Jet rumbling overhead, the noise lasts a long time. 

The roaring continues from NASWI.  Thunder rolls into our 

home. 5:14pm 

Low flying growler aircraft 

Low jet over North Lopez now after many flights and warm 

up NOISE today!  Rumble rumble all day!!! 

After dark fly overs that disrupted activity inside the home. 

5:15pm. Jan 8. 82.3 decibels. 

I am tired and angry.  The jet roaring, rumbling, vibrations, 

thunder has been going on ALL DAY.  It is 5:17pm, January 8  

This is abuse. 

One right after another.  Another bolt slams into our home. 

%:18pm.  The roar comes across the water, the house 

begins to shudder, the wave of noise goes on...... 

Loud enough to interrupt tv 

5:45pm, Jan 8. Still roaring. 

The war goes on.  A full day of jet roaring and thundering 

and vibrating through our home.  It is 5:46 pm with another 

roar. 

Growlers taking off from Whidbey NAS 

When is this miserable day going to end?  5:46pm.  NOISE 

and walls of roaring ALL DAY and right now. 

6pm, Jan 8. Roaring. 

6:30pm, Jan 8. 64 decibels. More Noise. 

6:37pm. 79.4 decibels 

Growlers almost continually all day since 8:30 am. This is oppressive. 

7:20pm, Jan 8. 85 decibels. Roaring. 

Very loud roaring growler noise all day long.  Could not function normally. 

Awakened me early!  Unnerving! 

Hideously loud roars that shake our house and all concentration 

All morning, roaring. Nightmarish vibration and noise, disturbing, unsettling, 

horrible. 

"All day long there has been extreme rumbling and vibration.  There have been 

times when my chest was vibrating and the windows in our house were shaking 

This has been stressful and exhausting" 

Low rumbles and vibrations ALL day with occasional flyovers 

All morning another war. (citizens versus the rude Navy 

There have been multiple passes, starting in the early a.m. The rumble and 

vibration have interrupted our activies. 

Roaring and vibration  the entire day and into the evening. Dreadful noise. 

From 6:30am to 6:45am. Roaring, engine run-ups. 

Jet roaring has started at Whidbey.  It fills the air with rumbling noise. 

9:28am. Jan 9. 82.5 dB. 
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From 9:23am to 9:40am. ROARS 

Roaring and walls of noise rumble through our home. 

9:44am, Jan 9. 

10:01am, Jan 9. 69.6 dB. 

10:08am, Jan 9. 76.2 dB 

Began at 8:45 AM- loud rumble and vibration from growlers 

at Whidbey NAS. Interrupting concentration, makes 

accomplishing tasks requiring attention difficult. 

10:18am, Jan 9. 68.8dB 

Another morning of jet rumbles that vibrate our home and 

bodies. 

10:32am, Jan 9. 71.1 dB 

More loud rumble and vibration, rattling glasses in kitchen 

cabinet. Growlers at Whidbey NAS. 

10:34am. Jan 9. 74.2 dB. 

ANOTHER rolling thunder of jet activity from the Navy.  It 

comes right into my home. 

Seems like it is another horrible day on Lopez.  Yesterday 

was a war zone, this morning is starting the same way. 

Rolling walls of jet blasts. 

The war barrage continues.  Another looonnnngggg blast 

from NASWI. Right into my bones. 

Again, bombing blasts from Whidbey, one right after another. 

Still getting booming roaring jet engine noise from Whidbey. 11:06am. 

Not sure what happens at NASWI, but it reults in a continuous wave after wave 

after wave of vibrating sound waves that go right though our windows and walls. 

Like now. 

The jet noise from Whidbey continues to rattle our home. 

As usual, the booming roars from Whidbey are followed by loud jets screaming 

over us.  I know there are other less populated places for these unwelcome 

growlers. Go away! 

Low flying growler aircraft with gear down 

Another day if jet NOISE! LOUD jet over North Lopez disturbing humans, pets and 

wildlife! 

The jet roaring from Whidbey continues.  11:45am.  A bad morning. 

Another thunderous roar from NASWI.  11:52am. 

After nearly continuous low rumble all morning, an extremely loud growler. They 

have turned this peaceful community into a war zone. 

11:53am, Jan 9.  Roaring since 10:34am. 84.5 dB. 

12:02pm. Jan 9. 75.3 dB 

Loud jet somewhere overhead.  Cloudy, so I cannot see it, but it has the growler 

scream, and the forever roar. 

Flight over the house 

Another jet roars overhead.  12:52am 
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1:41pm, Jan 9.  67.7 dB 

1:42pm, Jan 9. 65.0 dB. 

More war game noise from Whidbey slams into our home. 

1:44pm 

My work requires sitting at the computer, thus I am able to 

record all the abusive jet noise that distracts me as I try to 

earn an income.  Just got slammed by another rolling roar 

from Whidbey. South Lopez. 

The loud rumbling waves of noise continue to cross from 

Whidbey to Lopez.  Very disturbing. 

2:00pm, Jan 9. Since 1:46pm. Roaring. 76.4dB 

Extremely loud then another came in the 2 minutes it took 

to get this report. This is the second day in a row with many 

flights and this noise is driving me bonkers! Here's another 

one--3 in 4 minutes! 

More booming blasts of jet engine noise coming from 

Whidbey. 2:01pm 

Great.  One after the other.  Another booming blast from 

Whidbey.  2:02pm.  Does not seem likely for a walk outside 

today, since it is like walking next to the truck lane of a 

highway! 

Along with the roaring of jets taking off at Whidbey, we get 

the jets screaming above us.  South Lopez. 2:09pm. 

2:20pm, Jan 9.    72.8dB 

Whole lot of bombing sounds coming from NASWI today.  Here's another at 

2:28pm.  There are so many I simply cannot record them all.  But each one is 

disruptive. 

2:32pm. Jan 9.   76.8dB. Roaring continues. 

The assault continues.  More jet engine blasts from NASWI. 2:55pm 

Loud jet roaring over South Lopez. 

Again, a loud jet is sending its roars echoing around the sky, it goes on and on and 

on. 3:06pm 

3 jets at once--so loud I couldn't talk to the person 2 feet away. 

Another loud jet overhead.  They must take off in groups, because eventually they 

fly over us, loudly, one by one.  At least, that is what the experience feels like. 

3:10pm. Overflight. LOUD.  North end, Lopez. 

3:29pm, January 9.  We have endured yet another day of being blasted by jet 

engine (take-offs?) activity at Whidbey.  The place simply shudders with the wall 

of noise. 

Growlers overpowering the airwaves while we sit in the grass trying to talk. 

5:30pm, Jan 9. 68.6dB 

6:20pm, Jan 9.  65dB 

Ruinous roaring- going on for over an hour.  Otherwise was a lovely winter 

evening. 

Loud jet over head....screaming..... now there is the usual long roar as it moves 

away. Growler.  7:44pm 
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8pm, Jan 9. Still Roaring. Evidently changed FCLP from OLF 

to Ault. No updates of course. 

vibration and extreme noise throughout the day I had to 

hold my hands over my ears and stop talking with someone 

inside my house! 

"extremely loud all day 

planes flying in ones and twos 

difficult to hear 

very upsetting - no peace & quiet" 

we had company from out of town asking how we put up 

with all this jet noise. They were appalled at the jets noise 

8:42am. Jan 10.  83.5 dB 

A peaceful walk hijacked by two jets flying low in formation. 

8:50am, Jan 10. 82.6 dB 

9:07am, Jan 10.  58.5dB.  Deep rumble. 

Growler 

10:03am. Jan 10.  Roars since 9:14am. 68.2 dB. 

10:52am. Steady noise since 10:25am.  80 dB 

11am, Jan10.  Steady Noise. 

THIRD DAY IN A ROW! 

12:36pm, Jan 10.  72.8dB 

1:15pm. Jan 10. Overflight.  LOUD.  North end of Lopez. 

1:45pm. Jan 10.North end Lopez.  Overflight.  LOUD. 

2:00pm. Jan 10. North end of Lopez. Overflight.  LOUD. 

3:45pm, Jan 10. Roaring all afternoon.   76.6dB 

4:13pm, Jan 10.  68.8dB. 

4:40pm. Jan 10. 72.6 dB. 

5:10pm.  Jan 10.  85dB 

5:50pm.Jan 10.  Since 5:20 steady roar. 65--70 dB. 

6:18pm, JAN 10.  Still roaring. 78.4 dB. 

"extremely loud 

jets flying over many times in a loop 

my insides vibrate inside my house" 

I have lived on Lopez in Aleck Bay Park Association since 2003. This is the loudest 

get noise and window vibration I have ever heard to date! 

8:48am, Jan 11.  68.2dB 

8:52am. Jan 11.  Rattled the windows. 77.6dB 

Multiple growler aircraft taking off from Whidbey NAS 

8:59am. Jan 11.  75dB 

9:06am. Jan 11. 73.6dB. 
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9:08am Jan 11.  72.5 dB. 

9:09am. jan 11.  68.9dB 

Extended rumble like a thunderstorm.  Frightened me, the 

cat and the goats. 

9:34am. Jan 11.  58.6dB. 

9:38am. jan 11.  74.5 dB 

More rumbling and tearing jet noise. So much for quiet 

island life.  The Navy is destroying the resort atmosphere 

our economy depends upon. 

10:03am, jan 11. 76.8 dB 

Multiple growler jets taking off from Whidbey NAS 

10:06am.  66.8 dB 

LOUD RUMBLING disturbing morning walk! 

10:11am, jan 11.  74.8 dB 

2 growlers in formation over San Juan’s LOUD disturbing 

activity! 

Another day of disturbing rumbling 

10:15am, Jan 11.  Overflight of 2,000-3,000 feet. LOUD. 

2 Growlers in formation 

10:20am, Jan 11.  Still Roaring. 

10:27am, Jan 11.  76.8 dB 

10:29am, Jan 11.  74.7 dB. 

10:30am, jan 11.  79.5 dB 

Loud rumbling going on all morning shaking our home;  unbelievably loud at our 

horse barn on Sperry Road 😡 

Multiple growler aircraft taking off from Whidbey NAS 

10:34am.  Jan 11.  74.6dB 

10:36am.  Jan 11. 83.8 dB 

Began at 8:50 AM, intense roaring, house shaking noise from NAS Whidbey, 

penetrating our ears, disrupting all tasks and making our lives intolerable. No new 

jets, no new flights! This is absolute torture. 

Too many noise incidents, not enough time in the day to report them. But we 

must keep documenting the outrage and damaging effects of growlers at NAS 

Whidbey. No new jets, no new flights! 

 

Regular measurements of 72 db C scale, with peaks of 92 db C scale. What more 

proof is needed to show the harmful effects of growler FCLPs at NAS Whidbey? No 

new jets, no new flights! 

For the record, another huge blasting wave of disruptive noise, rumble and 

vibration from NAS Whidbey. The grinding goes on and on... 

9:30 to 11:15am. Jan 11.  North end Lopez.  LOUD 

11:22am.  Jan 11.  North Lopez.  LOUD ROAR. 

11:26am. Jan 11. North Lopez. Overflight.  Loud. 
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11:30am. Jan 11.  North Lopez. Giant ripping noise from 

overflight. 

Low flying growler aircraft extremely loud as it did a u turn 

over my house 

1:13pm. Jan 11.  Since 10:56 constant roars and numerous 

fly overs. 

Multiple disorienting and explosive blasts from NAS Whibey 

since my 11:10 AM noise report. Again disrupting normal 

life on Lopez, in our home. 

2:00pm.  Jan 11.  North Lopez.  Steady noise since 11:30am. 

4:47pm. Jan 11.  70 dB. 

Multiple growler aircraft taking off from Whidbey NAS 

Just noting what hopefully will be the final wall of sound 

blast, after a long eight-hour day of corrosive, invasive noise 

events from growler practice at NAS Whidbey. 

Loud jet noise all day long 

Load jet noise all day long 

Several hours, still ongoing - roaring, distant and 

immediately overhead. HORRIBLE noise. 

All noises have been disruptive. I see we have the 

military/industrial complex Eisenhower warned about! 

Load jet noise all day long 

Rumble and vibration from Whidbey shaking our home.  I am going to report each 

one, because it is clear that it is incessant today. 3:01pm. Jan 14. South Lopez. 

10:28am. Jan 14. 72.6 dB 

10:32am, Jan 14.  66.8dB 

Loud blasts of noise, shaking and vibrating us and our house. More trouble and 

less peace of mind courtesy of Growler activity at NAS Whidbey. 

Just got whalloped by another blast from Whidbey, Two minutes after a previous 

rumble with intense vibrations.  Is this going to be another day of war games? 

South Lopez. 

10:35am, Jan 14.  76.8dB 

Here we go.  Third roaring vibration in a row this morning.  I need to concentrate 

on my work, and now I am getting blasted from Whidbey! 

"Acft departing NAS Whidbey 

Walls, windows, and objects on shelves rattling" 

10:53am. Jan 14.  65.3 dB 

Another roar and rumble shakes through our home.  I feel it through the floor, a 

vibration. 

10:56am. Jan 11.  65.9 dB 

11:15am, Jan 14.  68 - 69.1 dB.  Take off? 

Another in a morning-long series or booming roars from NASWI:  1:18am.  South 

End, Lopez. 
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The skies are roaring with jet noise.  Sounds like WWIII 

outside!  These are the peaceful tourist-destination San 

Juan Islands?  No way!!! 

Big jet noise roar. Richardson Rd. Lopez 

More intense disruptive blasts from FCLPs at NAS Whidbey. 

The day is being carved up into brief moments of peace and 

quiet in the middle of a constant barraging stream of sense-

shocking noise. 

Loud rumble vibrates in the air.  From Whidbey.  Kjargaard 

Rd. Lopez. 

On Fisherman Bay Rd. Lopez.  Loud jet noise rumbling from 

NASWI. 

Near Airport Rd, Lopez.  Incredibly loud growler roar from 

Whidbey. Rocks the air. 

11:47am, Jan 14.   80.1 dB 

11:50am. Jan 14.   62.8 - 75 dB 

11:51am, Jan 14.  64.6 dB 

12:03pm.  Jan 14.  66.6 dB 

12:18pm.  Jan 14.  80.3 dB 

12:20pm.  Jan 14.  75.2 dB 

12:45pm. Jan 14.  67.4 - 80.1 dB 

Low flying growler jet flying north over Lopez.  Seen from Kjargaard Rd. 

1:05pm. Jan 14.  62-steady-67.9 dB 

Continued rumbling and walls of vibration felt from jet activity on Whidbey.  South 

Lopez. 

1:36pm, Jan 14.  The huge roaring waves of noise are continuing today. 

1:38pm, Jan 14.  Solid noise. 65-75 dB 

Over an hour (since 12:43 pm) of constant disruptive noise from NAS Whidbey 

Growler FCLPs. The afternoon is not conducive to accomplishing most tasks that 

require attention and concentration. Navy, you owe us for lost time and wages! 

Wham Bam.  Boom.  Rolling thunder.  More jet noise from Whidbey.  Awful week 

last week, this week looks like it may be the same.  We are in a WAR ZONE. 

1:53pm.  Jan 14.  118.1 dB 

1:55pm.  Jan 14.  68.6 dB. 

Another blast from Whidbey as they rev up a Growler. 

The thunder continues to slam into our home. Jan 14, 2:04 pm. South Lopez. 

Loud jet screaming overhead.  Mud Bay, Lopez.  2:13pm  Tell-tale long roar of the 

Growler. 

3 jets flying over our barn totally disturbing peace of a lovely afternoon 

The rumbling stopped conversation walking down the road with friends. The 

sound is very disquieting, causing instant uneasiness. 

2:15pm, Jan 14. 60 - 63.6 dB 
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More booming and roaring from NASWI.  The noise 

shudders right through my home. This region is being 

abused by the Navy. 

Growlers interrupt quiet time at Agate Beach. Interspersed 

with jets. 

2:18pm.  Jan 14.  Shaking. 67dB 

We are in the midst of CONTINUOUS thundering vibrating 

jet noise.   ALL day and right NOW. 2:20pm, Jan 14.  South 

Lopez. 

Rumble and vibration from Whidbey shaking our home.  I 

am going to report each one, because it is clear that it is 

incessant today. 2:45pm. Jan 14.   South Lopez. 

Lots of jet noise in the skies.  Sound and feels like there are 

multiple jets rolling around all over the place.  Mud Bay. 

Rumble and vibration from Whidbey shaking our home.  I 

am going to report each one, because it is clear that it is 

incessant today. 3:12pm. Jan 14. South Lopez. 

Growlers disrupted quiet time at Iceberg Point. Also 2:45 

and 3:00 pm. Jet noise in between growlers. No quiet place 

at all. 

Rumble and vibration from Whidbey shaking our home.  I 

am going to report each one, because it is clear that it is 

incessant today. 3:20pm. Jan 14. South Lopez. 

Rumble and vibration from Whidbey shaking our home.  I am going to report each 

one, because it is clear that it is incessant today. 3:22pm. Jan 14. South Lopez. 

Outside for a few minutes.  The noise in the sky from jets is incredible.  It is jet 

noise everywhere. Echoing off water and hills. 

Rumble and vibration from Whidbey shaking our home.  I am going to report each 

one, because it is clear that it is incessant today. 4:13pm. Jan 14. South Lopez. 

More rattling, shaking walls, windows, glasses in the cupboards, etc. sheesh. 

Rumble and vibration from Whidbey shaking our home.  I am going to report each 

one, because it is clear that it is incessant today. 4:21pm. Jan 14. South Lopez. 

Rumble and vibration from Whidbey shaking our home.  I am going to report each 

one, because it is clear that it is incessant today. 4:28pm. Jan 14. South Lopez. 

Had to be outside again and had ears and nerves battered by extreme jet noise in 

the skies.  Whidbey has been going crazy today with their war games. 

Inside now, but the jet noise in the skies is ramping up seriously.  It is invading our 

home. South end Lopez. 

Growlers intrude on quiet rural walk. Interspersed with jet rumbles. This peaceful 

community is turned into a war zone. 

Rumble and vibration from Whidbey shaking our home.  I am going to report each 

one, because it is clear that it is incessant today. 4:39pm. Jan 14. South Lopez. 

Rumble and vibration from Whidbey shaking our home.  I am going to report each 

one, because it is clear that it is incessant today. 4:44pm. Jan 14. South Lopez. 

4:45pm. Jan 14. Since 4:30, ranging from 63.9 - 75 dB 
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A gigantic blast shakes the glasses in our cupboards, the 

floor vibrates  as in an earth tremor. The Navy is a 

thoughtless, self-serving entity, not caring and not 

responsive to the harm it imposes on U.S.(us!) citizens. 

Rumble and vibration from Whidbey shaking our home.  I 

am going to report each one, because it is clear that it is 

incessant today. 4:48pm. Jan 14. South Lopez. 

Disturbing loud rumbling roar! The house shook, my 

concentration went haywire assaulted by this noise. 

5:20pm. Jan 14.  70.2 dB 

Rumble and vibration from Whidbey shaking our home.  I 

am going to report each one, because it is clear that it is 

incessant today. 5:21pm. Jan 14. South Lopez. 

A blast that roared through our bodies as we sat talking. 

Disturbing all focus and concentration, ruining this day that 

was beautiful. 

Jets roaring on the runway 😁😡 

Rumble and vibration from Whidbey shaking our home.  I 

am going to report each one, because it is clear that it is 

incessant today. 5:42pm. Jan 14. South Lopez. 

Truly, one of the worst blasts heard. Our whole house shook 

this time, as if we were in the midst of an earthquake. This 

Navy practice is terrifying, as if the war is happening in our 

back yard. What's worse, is the Navy does not care. 

Such an alarming loud rumble. Had to stop everything and try and understand 

what the sound was. 

Rumble and vibration from Whidbey shaking our home.  I am going to report each 

one, because it is clear that it is incessant today. 5:50pm. Jan 14. South Lopez. 

5:50pm. Jan 14.   66.6 dB 

5:52pm.  Jan 14.  68.4 dB 

5:53pm.  Jan 14.  67.4 dB 

Very disrespectful to be making such noise while I am trying to enjoy dinner with 

my family. The baby is crying. 

Rumble and vibration from Whidbey shaking our home.  I am going to report each 

one, because it is clear that it is incessant today. 5:54pm. Jan 14. South Lopez. 

Rumble and vibration from Whidbey shaking our home.  I am going to report each 

one, because it is clear that it is incessant today. 5:56pm. Jan 14. South Lopez. 

6:08pm.  Jan 14.  72.4 dB 

After not being able to get away from the noise, especially not at what should be 

quiet Iceberg Point, I get home and there's more. The roaring shakes house to 

foundations. 

Rumble and vibration from Whidbey shaking our home.  I am going to report each 

one, because it is clear that it is incessant today. 6:11pm. Jan 14. South Lopez. 

ALL DAY, and now from 3:30pm to 6:15 at night huges rolling jet noise.. Like living 

next to SeaTac airport noise, only worse. 

Nasty disturbing noise 
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6:25pm. Jan 14.  70 dB.  Steady. 

6:28pm.  jan 14.  71.3 dB 

Rumble and vibration from Whidbey shaking our home.  I 

am going to report each one, because it is clear that it is 

incessant today. 6:31pm. Jan 14. South Lopez. 

This loud roaring has been going on ALL DAY!!! I live in a 

well insulated building and it still makes my ears ring and I 

have to turn my TV WAY UP to hear it!!! We ARE NOT IN 

THE MILITARY...NO ONE ON LOPEZ SIGNED UP TO BE PART 

OF YOUR TRAINING!!! 

6:38pm. Jan 14.  78.9 dB 

Rumble and vibration from Whidbey shaking our home.  I 

am going to report each one, because it is clear that it is 

incessant today. 6:40pm. Jan 14. South Lopez. 

8:05pm. Jan 14.  Steady since 6:38pm.  46.9dB - 62.3 dB 

Huge roar of some jet engine activity coming from Whidbey. 

South Lopez. 

In the past half hour we have endured rumbling walls of 

noise coming from NASWI.  Here is another one: 10:58am.  

South Lopez. 

Growling constant groaning jet noise.  Please move to China 

Lake, for you have one a million acres there of 260 times 

larger the Whidbey 

Another morning of roaring and painful vibration. This is deeply disturbing, 

inescapable, destroys all calm and is  physically painful to the inner ear. 

Huge rolling noise pollution last 4 hours. Growler take off and landings. 

Multiple flights over the past three days, sometimes rattling the windows on my 

house. 

"extremely loud all day 

blocking conversation inside the house 

insides vibrating" 

Could still hear jets from inside my well-insulated house (tri-pane windows,etc) 

AND with my earbuds in. 

Jet noise in the morning, afternoon, and night!!!! 

8:30am.  Jan 15. LOUD.  South end Lopez. 

8:40am.  Long rumble and vibration from Whidbey.  Is this the beginning of 

another day of this?  Yesterday was sheer misery. 

The windows of my place RATTLED and my ears are still ringing!!! These flights of 

those damned Growlers are unconscionable!!! There is no reason to destroy our 

peace! The flights were ALL DAY yesterday. Am I in for more of the same...this 

sucks!! 

First growler of the day shakes the house down to the ground. Followed by same 

overpowering roar at 9:01, 9:04, 9:07, 9:13 a.m. and later. 

9:00am, Jan 15. 71.6 dB 

9:02am. Jan 15. South end Lopez. 80.4 dB 
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9:03am, Jan 15.  A long, extended, roaring, rumbling and 

shaking from Whidbey. 

9:05am, Jan 15.  ANOTHER rumbling roar from Whidbey 

vibrates through our home. 

9:07am. Jan 15.  68.6 dB 

9:09am, Jan 15.  The onslaught continues.  We are now 

being subjected to continuous jet roar, rumble and 

vibrations from Whidbey.  I feel lucky that I am leaving 

Lopez today.  I have to go somewhere else to get a decent 

environment?  Really? 

This sucks!!! Loud rumble that is rattling my windows and 

making my ears ring!!! 

9:12am. 69.9 dB 

9:15am, Jan 15.  ANOTHER booming roar from Whidbey 

slams into our home.  Blame Larsen, Murray, Cantwell for 

disregarding the effect of the Navy on our lives. 

9:17am. Jan 15. CRUSHING NOISE. 75 dB 

9:43am. Jan 15. 69.4 dB 

9:51am.  Jan 15.  76.4 dB 

9:55am.  Jan 15.  Lopez Village.  ROAR 

Loud rumbling with rattling my windows AND things on my 

tables inside! 

The Growlers are relentless again today, whatever they are doing. Second day in a 

row. 

For 3 hours jets roaring and rumbling and shaking our home. 

Windows rattling! 

The whole damn building started to shake this time ENOUGH IS ENOUGH!!! WE 

DIDN'T SIGN UP TO BE PART FOR YOUR WARFARE  PRACTICE!!! Ears ringing and I 

am INSIDE !!!!! 

12:30pm. Jan 15.  Since 10am steady roars. 

3:05pm. Jan 15.  Since 1:45pm, roaring, 661 - 68.7 dB 

Nasty 

Two Growlers over the town of Friday Harbor.  Jan 15.  Very very loud.  Thought a 

big truck was bearing down on me, I was disconcerted, then I saw the jets.  A very 

long roar. 

Multiple fly overs that were extremely loud and lengthy 

All day bombardment of horrific sound level noise from NAS Whidbey. Huge blasts 

of sound puncture the day, beginning at 8:45 AM, continuing until 3:30 PM. The 

Navy should be ashamed of how they treat ordinary citizens. 

A blast furnace explosion of noise while walking towards Watmough. The walk is 

an endurance test, courtesy of NAS Whibey. 

Another devastating blast from NAS Whidbey.Time to turn around and abandon 

this peaceful walk. 

4:10pm. Jan 15.  For the past hour, roaring.  69.8 dB. 
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More hair-raising ear-grinding blasts from NAS Whidbey. 

The Navy is fully responsible for wrecking the peaceful 

environment on the south end Lopez Island 

4:47pm. Jan 15.  64.8 dB 

4:48pm. Jan 15.  67.6 dB 

4:49pm. Jan 15.   68.7 dB 

4:50pm, Jan 15. Loud rumbling roar and vibration from jet 

noise on Whidbey. Engine run-ups?  Jets taking off?  The 

noise is thunderous.  A disturbing and noisy day. 

Now a single roaring earsplitting flyover of an EA-18G 

Growler over our home. "The Sound of Freedom” is 

destroying our home. 

4:50pm. Jan 15.  65.3 dB 

4:52pm, Jan 15. Loud rumbling roar and vibration from jet 

noise on Whidbey. Engine run-ups?  Jets taking off?  The 

noise is thunderous.  A disturbing and noisy day. 

4:53pm, Jan 15. One after the other. Loud rumbling roar and 

vibration from jet noise on Whidbey. Engine run-ups?  Jets 

taking off?  The noise is thunderous.  A disturbing and noisy 

day. 

4:54pm, Jan 15. Loud rumbling roar and vibration from jet 

noise on Whidbey. Engine run-ups?  Jets taking off?  The 

noise is thunderous.  A disturbing and noisy day. 

4:56pm. Jan 15.  67.3 dB 

5:00pm, Jan 15. Loud rumbling roar and vibration from jet noise on Whidbey. 

Almost continuous. Engine run-ups?  Jets taking off?  The noise is thunderous.  A 

disturbing and noisy day. 

Similiar to earlier today - extreme loud noise from take off and landing practice at 

Navy Airport on Whidbey. 

5:17pm. Jan 15.  I had to be outside.  The jet noise in the skies is like rolling 

thunder. It fills the sky with roaring noise. 

Still no respite after a full day of disruptive, nerve-jangling intense noise from 

Growler practice at NAS Whidbey. Noise so intense, being shaken to the core of 

one’s body. I hope the evening will be quieter. 

5:33pm, Jan 15. Loud rumbling roar and vibration from jet noise on Whidbey. 

Almost continuous. Engine run-ups?  Jets taking off?  The noise is thunderous.  A 

disturbing and noisy day. 

5:41pm, Jan 15. Loud rumbling roar and vibration from jet noise on Whidbey. 

Almost continuous. Engine run-ups?  Jets taking off?  The noise is thunderous.  A 

disturbing and noisy day. 

5:46pm, Jan 15. Loud rumbling roar and vibration from jet noise on Whidbey. The 

noise from this blast is prolonged. Engine run-ups?  Jets taking off?  The noise is 

thunderous.  A disturbing and noisy day. 

6:00pm, Jan 15. Loud rumbling roar and vibration from jet noise on Whidbey. 

Almost continuous. Engine run-ups?  Jets taking off?  The noise is thunderous.  A 

disturbing and noisy day. 

Here it comes, another roaring symphony of disruptive noise from NAS Whidbey. 

The Navy does not care how they are impacting us. They are deaf to their 

destructive practices. 
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6:02pm, Jan 15. Loud rumbling roar and vibration from jet 

noise on Whidbey. Almost continuous. Engine run-ups?  Jets 

taking off?  The noise is thunderous.  A disturbing and noisy 

day. 

An obscenely loud torrent of jet blast from NAS Whidbey. 

My fingers are tired of reporting these invasions of our 

health and well-being. The Navy is guilty of torture, pure 

and simple. On U.S. citizens! 

6:05pm, Jan 15. Loud rumbling roar and vibration from jet 

noise on Whidbey. Almost continuous. Engine run-ups?  Jets 

taking off?  The noise is thunderous.  A disturbing and noisy 

day. 

6:12pm. Jan 15.  House SHAKING. VIBRATING. 78.9 dB 

Making dinner becomes an ordeal, as a blast furnace-like 

wall of sound penetrates our kitchen and our bodies. The 

Navy? Worst neighbor one could have! 

6:15pm, Jan 15. Loud rumbling roar and vibration from jet 

noise on Whidbey. Almost continuous. Engine run-ups?  Jets 

taking off?  The noise is thunderous.  A disturbing and noisy 

day. 

6:32pm. Jan 15.  Again, house shaking, vibrating.   72.2 dB 

7:02pm.  Jan 15.  78.4 dB.  BLAST. 

Low rumbling most of the day 

Both very loud rumbling, and single and formation flights 

overhead, pretty much all day. 

"Monday- Wednesday, Roaring throughout the day well into the night. 

What in the world is going on!" 

We are so sick of living in a war zone (when has it been declared) between the 

Navy and the citizens!! 

Noise of this sort affects and is harmful to all living creatures. Shame on those who 

ignore what's now  known and understood about the importance of the acoustic 

environment. 

it makes me so sad with all the wasted energy and recorces, distroying our peace 

and quiet, and harming our bodies, and marine animals and environment, all for 

what?? freedom? i feel like i am in a war zone and every year it is worse! 

"Constant vibration and rumbling all morning and much of the day. 

No quiet or peace" 

9:02am Jan 16. South Lopez. 66.8 dB. 

9:07am, Jan 16. Rolling thunder from Whidbey begins again. Third day this week 

of vibrations that shake through my home.  I will document each time jet noise 

exceeds acceptable air traffic noise. 

9:28am. Jan 16. 71.4 db. EVERYTHING SHAKING. 

Serenity in the hot tub!!!!! No, wait, Growlers again. Can't relax now. Guess I'll get 

out. 

9:40am. Jan 16. South Lopez 75.3 dB 

9:41am. Jan 16. Rumbling thunderous vibration, wall of jet noise from Whidbey. 

Whether it is engine run-ups or jets taking off, the jet noise roaringly blasts us, 14 

miles away. 
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9:43am. Jan 16. Rumbling thunderous vibration, wall of jet 

noise from Whidbey. Whether it is engine run-ups or jets 

taking off, the jet noise roaringly blasts us, 14 miles away. 

9:47am. Jan 16   76.2 dB 

9:50am, Jan 16. South Lopez. 68.8 dB 

Loud rumble rattling building and windows...triggering my 

tinnitus -ringing in my ears is louder anytime the NAS uses 

Lopez for War Games practice!!! 

9:57am. Jan 16. 72.8 dB 

Low rumbling of jet activity from Whidbey. Jets rolling 

around in the air...and the echoes of their engines spread 

everywhere. 

10:07am. Jan 16. South Lopez OVERFLIGHT 76.8 dB 

Loud jet in the skies above.  Doors and windows closed.  TV 

on, and the noise comes right into our home. Not a 

commercial aircraft. 

Loud jet noise above us is continuing.  More jets? Circling 

jet?  Whatever it is: GO AWAY. 

10:14am, Jan 16. 66.6 dB 

10:15am. Jan 16.  66.6 dB 

10:19am. Jan 16. South Lopez. Rumbling thunderous 

vibration, wall of jet noise from Whidbey. Whether it is 

engine run-ups or jets taking off, the jet noise roaringly 

blasts us, 14 miles away. 

10:34am. Jan 16. 66.4 dB 

10:37am. Jan 16. Rumbling thunderous vibration, wall of jet noise from Whidbey. 

Whether it is engine run-ups or jets taking off, the jet noise roaringly blasts us, 14 

miles away. 

10:42am, Jan 16.  62.8 dB 

Loud jet noise.  Sounds like a growler. 

10:50am, Jan 16.  70.8 dB 

10:53am. Jan 16. South Lopez. Rumbling thunderous vibration, wall of jet noise 

from Whidbey. Whether it is engine run-ups or jets taking off, the jet noise 

roaringly blasts us, 14 miles away. 

11:03am. Jan 16. South Lopez. Rumbling thunderous vibration, wall of jet noise 

from Whidbey. Whether it is engine run-ups or jets taking off, the jet noise 

roaringly blasts us, 14 miles away. 

11:o4am. Jan 16.  For the past 4 minutes, a series of 4 ROARS. South Lopez. 

11:07am. Jan 16. South Lopez. Rumbling thunderous vibration, wall of jet noise 

from Whidbey. Whether it is engine run-ups or jets taking off, the jet noise 

roaringly blasts us, 14 miles away. 

11:09am. Jan 16. South Lopez. Rumbling thunderous vibration, wall of jet noise 

from Whidbey. Whether it is engine run-ups or jets taking off, the jet noise 

roaringly blasts us, 14 miles away. 

11:09am. Jan 16. South Lopez. Rumbling thunderous vibration, wall of jet noise 

from Whidbey. Whether it is engine run-ups or jets taking off, the jet noise 

roaringly blasts us, 14 miles away. 
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11:12am. Jan 16. South Lopez. Rumbling thunderous 

vibration, wall of jet noise from Whidbey. Whether it is 

engine run-ups or jets taking off, the jet noise roaringly 

blasts us, 14 miles away. 

11:20am. Jan 16. South Lopez. Rumbling thunderous 

vibration, wall of jet noise from Whidbey. Whether it is 

engine run-ups or jets taking off, the jet noise roaringly 

blasts us, 14 miles away. 

11:25am, Jan 16. South Lopez. Steady Noise since 11:08am.  

64.4 - 66.1 dB 

11:27am. Jan 16. South Lopez. Rumbling thunderous 

vibration, wall of jet noise from Whidbey. Whether it is 

engine run-ups or jets taking off, the jet noise roaringly 

blasts us, 14 miles away. 

And the assault continues. 11:29am. Jan 16. South Lopez. 

Rumbling thunderous vibration, wall of jet noise from 

Whidbey. Whether it is engine run-ups or jets taking off, the 

jet noise roaringly blasts us, 14 miles away. 

11:30am. Jan 16. South Lopez. Rumbling thunderous 

vibration, wall of jet noise from Whidbey. Whether it is 

engine run-ups or jets taking off, the jet noise roaringly 

blasts us, 14 miles away. 

11:32am. Jan 16. South Lopez. Rumbling thunderous 

vibration, wall of jet noise from Whidbey. Whether it is 

engine run-ups or jets taking off, the jet noise roaringly 

blasts us, 14 miles away. 

11:37am, Jan 16.  73.6 dB 

11:39am. Jan 16. South Lopez. Rumbling thunderous vibration, wall of jet noise 

from Whidbey. Whether it is engine run-ups or jets taking off, the jet noise 

roaringly blasts us, 14 miles away. 

12:08pm. Jan 16.     71.8 dB 

12:10pm. Jan 16. South Lopez. Rumbling thunderous vibration, wall of jet noise 

from Whidbey. Whether it is engine run-ups or jets taking off, the jet noise 

roaringly blasts us, 14 miles away. 

12:12pm.  Jan 16. 84.8 dB 

12:14pm. Jan 16. South Lopez. Rumbling thunderous vibration, wall of jet noise 

from Whidbey. Whether it is engine run-ups or jets taking off, the jet noise 

roaringly blasts us, 14 miles away. 

Loud jet overhead.  South end, Lopez. All the hallmarks of a growler. 

Loud growler overhead. Long roar. 

12:36pm. Jan 16. South Lopez. Rumbling thunderous vibration, wall of jet noise 

from Whidbey. Whether it is engine run-ups or jets taking off, the jet noise 

roaringly blasts us, 14 miles away. 

12:37pm. Jan 16.  Loud and Steady since Noon. 

12:40pm, Jan 16. Very LOUD. 

12:41pm. Jan 16. South Lopez. Rumbling thunderous vibration, wall of jet noise 

from Whidbey. Whether it is engine run-ups or jets taking off, the jet noise 

roaringly blasts us, 14 miles away. 
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12"46pm, Jan 16. South Lopez.  The roaring from Whidbey 

continues.  Like bombing raids in the distance that send 

vibrating walls of noise and rumbling through our home. 

12:50pm. Jan 16. South Lopez. Rumbling thunderous 

vibration, wall of jet noise from Whidbey. Whether it is 

engine run-ups or jets taking off, the jet noise roaringly 

blasts us, 14 miles away. 

12:50pm, Jan 16.  STILL roaring. 

12:53pm. North Lopez.  Still roaring. 

Continuing my incident documentation:  12:56pm. Jan 16. 

South Lopez. Rumbling thunderous vibration, wall of jet 

noise from Whidbey. Whether it is engine run-ups or jets 

taking off, the jet noise roaringly blasts us, 14 miles away. 

1:00pm. Jan 16.  Roaring for the past 45 minutes. 

1pm. Jan 16.  North Lopez.  Huge Roar. 

1:01pm. Jan 16. South Lopez. Rumbling thunderous 

vibration, wall of jet noise from Whidbey. Whether it is 

engine run-ups or jets taking off, the jet noise roaringly 

blasts us, 14 miles away. 

1:45pm. Jan 16. South Lopez. Rumbling thunderous 

vibration, wall of jet noise from Whidbey. Whether it is 

engine run-ups or jets taking off, the jet noise roaringly 

blasts us, 14 miles away. 

2pm. Jan 16. North Lopez.  ROARING. 

2:07pm. Jan 16/ 66.8 dB 

2:09pm.  Jan 16. 68.8 dB 

2:11pm. Jan 16. South Lopez. Right now, and all day! Rumbling thunderous 

vibration, wall of jet noise from Whidbey. Whether it is engine run-ups or jets 

taking off, the jet noise roaringly blasts us, 14 miles away. 

 

3:03pm. Jan 16.  LOUD!!!!!  North Lopez 

3:04pm. Jan 16. South Lopez. Would Larsen, Murray and Cantwell put up with 

having their chair they sit in, in their home, VIBRATE all through the day due to 

waves of jet  noise?  Constantly feeling an earthquake?  Rumbles from Whidbey all 

day. 

3:05pm.  Jan 16.  LOUD jet noise.  North Lopez. 

3:06pm. Jan 16. South Lopez. Right now, and all day! Rumbling thunderous 

vibration, wall of jet noise from Whidbey. Whether it is engine run-ups or jets 

taking off, the jet noise roaringly blasts us, 14 miles away. The Navy is abusing the 

Northwest. 

3:06pm, Jan 16.  Loud. 

3:07pm. Jan 16. South Lopez. One right after another! Rumbling thunderous 

vibration, wall of jet noise from Whidbey. Whether it is engine run-ups or jets 

taking off, the jet noise roaringly blasts us, 14 miles away. 

3:10pm. Jan 16.  North Lopez.  Huge Roar. 

3:11pm. Jan 16. South Lopez. This constant jet roaring.  This is why I don't invite 

anyone to visit Lopez.  This is why I leave every chance I get. Navy is ruining the 

Northwest. 
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3:17pm. Jan 16.  Huge Roar again. 

3:19pm. Jan 16. South Lopez. Right now, and all day! 

Rumbling thunderous vibration, wall of jet noise from 

Whidbey. Whether it is engine run-ups or jets taking off, the 

jet noise roaringly blasts us, 14 miles away. 

3:25pm. Jan 16.  North Lopez.  Another Huge Roar. 

3:37pm.  Jan 16.  North Lopez.  Huge Noise. 

3:39pm. Jan 16. South Lopez. Right now, and all day! 

Rumbling thunderous vibration, wall of jet noise from 

Whidbey. Whether it is engine run-ups or jets taking off, the 

jet noise roaringly blasts us, 14 miles away. 

Low rumble vibrating thru the house. 

3:41pm. January 16. Mud Bay.  Two growlers flying low over 

head.  Tremendous noise. Flying toward west-south west. 

4:20pm. Jan 16. South Lopez. Right now, and all day! 

Rumbling thunderous vibration, wall of jet noise from 

Whidbey. Whether it is engine run-ups or jets taking off, the 

jet noise roaringly blasts us, 14 miles away. 

4:20pm. Jan 16. Roaring since 2pm  64.9dB 

4:30pm. Jan 16. South Lopez. Right now, and all day! 

Rumbling thunderous vibration, wall of jet noise from 

Whidbey. Whether it is engine run-ups or jets taking off, the 

jet noise roaringly blasts us, 14 miles away. 

4:40pm, Jan 16. Roaring since 4:26pm.  68.4 - 71.7 dB 

4:42pm, Jan 16.  69.5 dB 

4:43pm. Jan 16. South Lopez. Right now, and all day! Rumbling thunderous 

vibration, wall of jet noise from Whidbey. Whether it is engine run-ups or jets 

taking off, the jet noise roaringly blasts us, 14 miles away. 

4:44pm. Jan 16. South Lopez. Right now, and all day! Rumbling thunderous 

vibration, wall of jet noise from Whidbey. Whether it is engine run-ups or jets 

taking off, the jet noise roaringly blasts us, 14 miles away. 

4:44pm. Jan 16.  South Lopez.  72.6dB 

These horrid flights have been going on ALL DAY!!! LOUD RUMBLE AND RATTLING 

THE BUILDING. My ears have been ringing ALL DAY!!! 

4:46pm. Jan 16. South Lopez. Right now, and all day! Rumbling thunderous 

vibration, wall of jet noise from Whidbey. Whether it is engine run-ups or jets 

taking off, the jet noise roaringly blasts us, 14 miles away. 

4:47pm. Jan 16. South Lopez. Right now, and all day! Rumbling thunderous 

vibration, wall of jet noise from Whidbey. Whether it is engine run-ups or jets 

taking off, the jet noise roaringly blasts us, 14 miles away. 

4:50pm, jan16.  Had to go outside and experienced extremely loud jet noise in the 

skies.  Jet roaring reverberating in the air. Clearly, we are at war, with ourselves. 

4:58pm. Jan 16. 78.6 dB 

5:01pm  Jan 16. South Lopez. Right now, and all day! Rumbling thunderous 

vibration, wall of jet noise from Whidbey. Whether it is engine run-ups or jets 

taking off, the jet noise roaringly blasts us, 14 miles away. 
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5:11pm.  Jan 16. South Lopez. Right now, and all day! 

Rumbling thunderous vibration, wall of jet noise from 

Whidbey. Whether it is engine run-ups or jets taking off, the 

jet noise roaringly blasts us, 14 miles away. 

Returned home at 4:30 from mainland to nearly continuous 

growlers & jets on what should be a far quieter land. Such 

continuous noise is stressful. Why is the navy stressing our 

own citizenry? Isn't this doing the work of hostile forces FOR 

THEM? 

5:44pm. Jan 16. South Lopez. Right now, and all day! 

Rumbling thunderous vibration, wall of jet noise from 

Whidbey. Whether it is engine run-ups or jets taking off, the 

jet noise roaringly blasts us, 14 miles away. 

5:45pm, January 16.  One blast right after the other.  Feel 

personally buffeted by these thunderous roars that rock the 

air, vibrate the floor. 

 

5:50pm. Jan 16. ROAR.  75 dB 

5:52pm, Jan 16. 72.3 dB 

5:54pm. Jan 16. South Lopez. Right now, and all day! 

Rumbling thunderous vibration, wall of jet noise from 

Whidbey. Whether it is engine run-ups or jets taking off, the 

jet noise roaringly blasts us, 14 miles away. 

5:54pm. Jan 16.  ROAR.  SHAKING. South Lopez. 74 dB 

All day AND NOW INTO THE NIGHT!?!! LOPEZIANS DID NOT SIGN UP TO BE PART 

OF YOUR DAMN WAR PRACTICE!!! Building shaking, windows rattle, ears 

RINGING!!! STOP THIS!!! 

5:56pm. Jan 16. South Lopez. Right now, and all day! Rumbling thunderous 

vibration, wall of jet noise from Whidbey. Whether it is engine run-ups or jets 

taking off, the jet noise roaringly blasts us, 14 miles away. 

5:56pm. Jan 16. 75.4dB 

5:58pm, Jan 16.  69.3 dB 

5:59pm  Jan 16. South Lopez. Right now, and all day! Rumbling thunderous 

vibration, wall of jet noise from Whidbey. Whether it is engine run-ups or jets 

taking off, the jet noise roaringly blasts us, 14 miles away. 

6:01pm, Jan 16.  Have been pummeled all day by blasting roars from Whidbey.  

Like standing behind a jet as it takes off.  The floor shudders, the body feels it.  

Tense. Stressed. 

7pm.  Jan 16.  Steady noise since 6:17pm.  70dB 

7:04pm, Jan 16.  Rumbling vibrations from Whidbey continue...since 9 this 

morning.  What an awful day.  Distracting, unnerving, stressful. Just never knowing 

when the noise tremors will come. 

7:10pm, Jan 16. 71.6 dB 

7:14pm. Jan 16. South Lopez.  ANOTHER rumbling vibration from Whidbey. 

7:15pm.  Jan 16.  ROAR  70.5 dB 

7:17pm.  Jan 16. Rumbles from Whidbey. 

7:40pm. Jan 16.  BLAST.  73.2 dB 
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Creepy thunder.   Thanks Navy for polluting our 

environment with noise pollution. 

7:44pm, Jan 16.  A full day of rumblings from Whidbey.  This 

is another one at 7:44pm. Heard, and felt. Physical abuse by 

the Navy. 

7:46pm. Jan 16.  Another loud and vibrating rumble from 

Whidbey. 

8:15pm.  Jan 16.   More ROARING. 

Screaming loud jet flies over my house. Extremely 

disruptive. 

9:o2pm. South Lopez.  Overflight.  71.9 dB 

9:04pm, Jan 16.  Loud growler overhead, Mud Bay.  

Characteristic drawn out roar after the initial screaming. 

9:12pm.  Jan 16.  70 dB Noise over the last 7 minutes. 

Excessive low rumbling from Whidbey. 

Much very loud rumbling, and also flights overhead, 

sometimes as many as 4 airplanes (in two flights, or 2 single 

and 1 2-ship formation) 

The assault continues. 11:10am. Jan 16. South Lopez. 

Rumbling thunderous vibration, wall of jet noise from 

Whidbey. Whether it is engine run-ups or jets taking off, the 

jet noise roaringly blasts us, 14 miles away. 

The war continues & we have become prisoners to te Navy's 

total lack of concern! 

The loud rumble is happening multiple times an hour, all day long. I have been 

interrupted from my concentration many times. 

All day yesterday and today, roaring and vibration, sometimes shaking the house, 

often causing inner ear pain. 

Noise so loud and disruptive, cant focus on doing everyday things and causing 

headaches. 

"Extremely loud 

vibration all day long" 

My wine glass shook. The sound was louder than the crackling fire. Please stop 

going here and go where no one lives. 

8:30am. Jan 17. Jet noise 

8:50am. Jan 17. South Lopez.  Jet noise. 

ANOTHER DAY OF TORTURE SEEMS TO BE BEGINNING. 8:54am, January 17.  This is 

the 4th day. Rumbling vibrations come right into our home.  The floor vibrates. 

Planning to leave my home this morning to avoid it. 

8:56am, Jan 17.  Another rumbling shudder.  Earthquake-like tremors.  WALLS OF 

JET NOISE. If Murray, Cantwell, Larsen do not support us, why should I support 

them? 

8:57am, Jan 17.    South Lopez.  69.0 dB 

9:01am. Jan 18.  57.9dB 

9:02am. Jan 17. South Lopez 75.8 dB 
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Growlers & jets almost continuously this a.m. These 

machines were made to harass with sound. They’re 

working! But why against us? Why is navy treating American 

civilians like the enemy? 

9:05am, Jan 17. South Lopez.  A LONG Continuous jet roar 

and rumble that vibrates through my home. 

9:07am. Jan 17.  64.6 dB 

Give us peace, please 

frequent disturbance for days friends on Mt Doug BC were 

shocked by the horrid noise 

9:38am. Jan 17. 72.6 dB 

9:40am. Jan 17.  70.2 dB 

Loud disturbing vibrations. 

9:50am. Jan 17.  66.6dB 

9:52am. Jan 17.  69.3dB 

10:01am. Jan 17. South Lopez 72.8dB 

10:04am. Jan 17.  68.6 dB 

10:06am.  Jan 17.  71.6dB 

10:08am. Jan 17.  Steady Noise.  66.5dB 

10:11am. Jan 17. South Lopez.  73.4 dB 

10:13am.  Jan 17. STEADY NOISE. 

10:17am. Jan 17. No stop of the noise.  Steady. LOUD. 

10:40am. Jan 17.  LOUD. 

10:45am. Jan 17.  South Lopez. 72.6 dB overflight. Steady noise. BOSE headphones 

barely mute.  So LOUD. 

"Very loud jet roaring in the sky  

. 10:55am. January 17. Lopez Village.  Long rumbling." 

11:02am. Jan 17.  South Lopez. Still ROARING. 

11:07am.  Jan 17/  Consistent Roar, unstopping. Sounds like FCLP, but Navy says 

no. So what are they doing that is driving us out of our homes? 

Ridiculously loud!  Pets scrambled for cover.  Please do not fly this route and way 

again. 

11:44am. Jan 17. North Lopez.  Overflight.  LOUD 

12pm. Jan 17. North Lopez.  Steady ongoing noise since 11:45am. 

12:19pm. South end of Lopez.  Lots of rumbling from jet activity. 

12:27pm.  Jan 17.  Jet exhaust. Wind SSE 10-15.  South Lopez. 

12:48pm. Jan 17. 68.8dB. 

1:02pm.  Jan 17.  67.9 dB 

1:12pm.  Jan 17.  66.2dB 

1:14pm. Jan 17. Lots of rumbling coming from Whidbey.  A constant irritation in 

the ears. 

1:15pm. Jan 17. North Lopez. LOUD 
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1:17pm. Jan 17.  very loud jet, with an echo-ing roar. South 

Lopez. 

1:18pm. Jan 17. Overflight sounds loud, over Lopez Village. 

LOUD GROWLER just screamed by at high speed!  This week 

I have seen jets overhead in twos and threes overhead and 

heard warm up rumbling every day!!! 

LOUD JET/JETS RUMBLE/RATTLE THE WHOLE BUILDING!!! 

Windows rattling and my ears have been ringing the whole 

day since the runs started this morning. DAY 3 of HELL!!! 

The vibration hurts my injured spine! 

Singe fly over very loud and low. 

Screaming loud jet flew over my house. 

1:45pm, Jan 17. The noise continues.  Very loud jet. South 

Lopez. 

1:45pm. Jan 17 . North Lopez.  Steady noise. Growlers flying 

north. 

Multiple fly overs that lasted from after lunch until after 

dinner.  Disrupted activities and sleep. 

2:09pm. jan 17.  North Lopez.  HUGE GIANT ROAR.  

Overflight. 

Extremely loud, alarmingly so. Thought they were going to 

come down on us. 

2:13pm. Jan 17.  had to be outside.  very disturbed by all the jet noise in the skies.  

Everywhere.  Constant. As if I am in a chamber filled with roaring. 

2:32pm. jan 17. South Lopez.  67.9 dB.  Overflight. 

2:34pm. Jan 17. This is the fourth day this week of NOISE.  Constant irritation from 

NASWI.  Loud jet over us.  South Lopez. 

2:40pm. Jan 17. North Lopez.  Still roaring.  Vibrations over the wind! 

2:47pm, Jan 17.  Low rumbling persistent from Whidbey. 

ROARING! 2:47pm. Jan 17.  North Lopez. 

3:01pm, Jan 17. South Lopez.  More rumbling from Whidbey. 

3:08pm. Jan 17. 67.6 dB 

3:10pm. Jan 17. Roaring continues.  North Lopez. 

3:11pm, jan 17.  The jet rumbling is increasing in volume.  Sending waves of 

vibration into our home. 

4:15pm. Jan 17.  Roaring over the wind.  50.1dB 

4:43pm.  Jan 17.  60.7 dB 

4:49pm. Jan 17.  Rumbling continues from Whidbey. 

5:12pm. Jan 17.  Steady noise since 4:46pm.  66.5  70  65.4   71.8 Db. 

5:26pm, Jan 17.  Extremely loud jet over Mud Bay.  Preliminary scream, then the 

long long roar. 

What’s the point, Fuckers 
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Low-flying jet or jets. This has gone on morning to night for 

days. Why are we being subjected to this nearly continuous 

noise harassment? Why are intentionally quiet communities 

being turned into war zones? 

5:30pm, Jan 17.  Mud Bay.  ANOTHER loud jet. 

5:30pm.  Jan 17.  Three HUGE SCREAMING overflights in the 

past 15 minutes.  75.7 dB 

5:32pm.  Jan 17.  Another loud jet.  What is this, the landing 

strip for the Navy?  This is abuse. 

5:35pm.  Jan 17.  70dB  South Lopez 

Another very disruptive fly over, my pets ran for cover. 

Please get back to me on why you are flying over rural 

residential areas.  I understand that you need to train and 

practice but please do it elsewhere. 

Much too late in our quiet evening to be flying so loud. 

Roaring jets, sometimes causing things inside the house to 

shake. Painful to inner ear, very unpleasant sensation from 

roaring and vibration. 

This aggravating noise has been very troublesome for the 

last week. Waking me up in the morning to evening. 

I get too annoyed to come to this site to report these 

disturbances every time. It is constantly disruptive to my 

well being as well as for my pets 

totally disrupted our walk up Chadwick Hill; impossible to enjoy ourselves with the 

constant loud rumble 

"extremely loud all day long 

hurt my ears" 

Rumble so loud that it shook all the windows in our house and vibrated my body It 

was very upsetting. 

Jet noise in the morning, afternoon, and night!!!! 

8:11am.  Jan 18.  South Lopez.  BIG VIBRATION. LOUD. 

8:16am.  Jan 18.  South Lopez.  68.6dB 

8:23am. Jan 18.   55.8 dB 

8:40am. Jan 18.  58.3 dB 

9:56am. Jan 18.  67.2dB 

10:01am. Jan 18.  72.6 dB 

10:04am, jan 18.  66.8dB 

One jet 

10:25am.  Jan 18.  Steady noise since 10:04. 

Multiple fly overs lasting most of the day up until dinner.  Very annoying 

11:30am. Jan 18.  Periodic Roaring since 10:25. 

Luck to be off and home on a Friday- UNlucky to have NAS Whidbey as a neighbor.   

Ruinous thunder and shaking from Growlers shattering the peace. 
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"major rumbling all day long 

vibration on my insides 

very loud and upsetting" 

"It is bedtime, now we are all wide awake! 

Seriously, can you not figure out another way to fly????" 

Woke me up 

8:56am. Jan 22. South Lopez. 68.2 dB 

8:58am, Jan 22. 62.6dB 

9:01am. Jan 22.  56.8dB 

9:34am. Jan 22. 61dB. Fortunately roars muted by SSE gusts 

to 30mph. 

Multiple fly overs at both high altitude and low altitude, 

some very loud and disruptive 

So loud I had to cover my ears—common on the Southend 

(where I live) but less so in the Village 

LOUD LOW JET OVERHEAD!  Third week of JET NOISE over 

Lopez.  Is this because we are complaining?  SECOND JET 

OVERHEAD @ 11:32 

96 DBA noise level taken from dB meter 

Terrifying how loud it sounded inside my living room. I have 

no idea how low it was since I was inside, but my pulse 

increased considerably. Why??? 

LOUD JET RIGHT OVER HEAD!!! LOUD roar ...so loud I could NOT HEAR MY TV ! I 

did NOT sign up to be part of you WAR GAMES!!! SUSTAINED ROAR even after it 

was not directly overhead PLEASE STOP THIS!!!! 

11:36am. Jan 22. 76.2dB. Overflight. 

Jan 22. 1:55pm.  Mud Bay.  Incredibly loud jet roaring over us. Long roar. 

Extremely loud jets passing low overhead since 9:00 a.m. Like living next to an 

airport but way louder. The navy is stressing this peaceful community. 

2:11pm. Jan 22.  Another loud jet screaming and roaring overhead. 

2:42pm. Jan 22.  ANOTHER shrieking and lod jet overhead.  Mud Bay.  Huge roar. 

Distracted me from my work. 

2:58pm. Jan 22.  We are being used as a landing strip.  Deep roaring jet overhead. 

Almost sounds like it is going to land  nearby. 

3:00pm, Jan 22.  Again. Another jet roaring over is.  High scream, deep roar, just 

lasts and lasts. 

Very loud jet overhead 

Overhead NW-bound at low altitude and fairly low speed 

4:04pm, Jan 22. Deafening jet overhead.  Drowning out all other sounds in our 

home.  Sounds like it is directly on top of us. Extremely LOUD, and now there is 

the long roar. This is ABUSIVE. 

Fucking deafening. May their children all grow up to be drummers in heavy metal 

bands. 

An ear-shattering flyover from a Growler. This occured after a number of 

extremely loud noise events from NAS Whidbey this afternoon. 
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After experiencing a jet overhead so loud that it sounded 

like it was landing on our roof, we are now annoyed by a lot 

of jet noise in the air, as if jets are roaming around. 

Another earth-shaking flyover from a Growler. Today is 

business as usual, for NAS Whidbey subjecting us to their 

unbearable noise torture. 

4:17pm. Jan 22.  North Lopez.  Overflight. LOUD 

A deep rumbling jet noise. 

4:53pm. Jan 22 65-75dB 

Rumble and vibration heard and felt. 

4:57pm, Jan 22. South Lopez. 65 dB 

Tuesday evening, Jan 22, and now we are getting the roar 

and vibrations from Whidbey.  Just in time for dinner , and 

after an afternoon of screaming jets over us.  South Lopez. 

5:07pm. Jan 22.  65 dB 

Jets AGAIN all day treating us on the ground like pawns . We 

ARE NOT TOYS or markers for the "enemy" WE ARE PEOPLE 

who value Peace  the convinces of living in a city. WE DON'T 

WANT TO BE PART OF YOUR "EXERCISES" FOR WAR!  Please 

stop abusing us. 

Rumbling and walls of jet engine vibrations this evening. 

5:38pm.  South end, Lopez. 

5:40pm, January 22.  South Lopez.  Wall of jet noise vibrates 

through our home. Or else it's an earth tremor. 

5:45pm, Jan 22.  Steady noise since 5:21 75dB. 

A lot of disturbing jet noise in the skies tonight, coming right into our home.  

Sounds like we live next to an airport, which we don't. 

Another blast of jet noise from NASWI. 6:07pm. 

6:30pm. Jan 22.  Steady noise since 5:45 65-75 dB.  South Lopez. 

6:32pm. Jan 22. Overflight. 65.8dB 

Driving on Mud Bay Road about 6:35pm. Startled by a loud noise.  Thought it was 

my car.  Stopped, and it became clear that there was a jet roaring overhead.  Very 

very very loud.  Rolled down the window. Growler jet noise was everywhere. 

6:53pm. Jan 22.  65dB. 

6:55pm. Jan 22 South Lopez. 65dB 

7:41pm. Jan 22.  Noise begins again! 

7:44pm, Jan 22.  ROAR. 

Jets flying over our home very loud😡 

Peaceful rain on the roof?  not really as thunder of afterburners roaring up from 

the south.  Fidalgo Island near the ferry is in the war training zone.  Abuse of 

civilians. 

With friends, near the Village, our conversation was STOPPED by loud jet noise. 

Clearly, a growler was flying low overhead.  the noise was terrific.  Disruptive 

roaring. 
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Having a late dinner, all conversation and peace of mind 

obliterated by extremely loud noise events from Whidbey 

NAS. We count for ZERO in the Navy's priorities. Is 

accountability possible? We are victims of the Navy's 

"mission"! 

9:05pm. ROAR. Overflight. REALLY??? 78.3 dB. 

Flight over th e house 

loud, low, and slow directly overhead. Numerous aircraft in 

succession 

Disruptively loud inside my very well-insulated home. 

11:31am, Jan 22.  Leaving the grocery store and shocked by 

a screaming shrieking jet noise above. DEAFENING. Clearlya 

Growler due to the scream and then the following roar. 

Extremely loud all day in fact the noise was so loud it hurt 

my ears and I had to wear hearing protection in my house.  

My insides were vibrating - I can't imagine that is very 

healthy.  One plane was so loud it scared the heck out of me 

"It was so loud all day long 

super disturbing" 

long day at work and came home to annoying rumbling all 

during dinner 

Jet noise went from morning to night with jets almost every 

hour 

9:02am. Jan 23.  Overflight. 75.4dB  South Lopez. 

Had to interrupt meeting with contractor and hold our ears until jets were far 

enough away 

9:30am, Jan 23.  Walking the loop.  Crushing noise. 

9:47am. Jan 23.  ROAR 

10am. Jan 23. More blasting. ROARING. 

10:30am, Jan 22.  More Blasting and Roaring. 

10:35am. Past 5 minutes. 65-75dB 

11:02am. jan 23.  65+dB 

11:04am. Jan 23.  65.8  - 66.8 -- 72.9 dB 

12:57pm.  For the past 15 minutes Screaming, Crushing, overflights 92dB. 

12:59pm.  Jan 23.  65.9dB 

Low-flying jets when we were on a peaceful walk. Overpowering. Stressful. When 

nature is the best healer, these jets nullify any renewal that a nature walk could 

bring. The navy weakens Americans’ mental health. 

6:07pm. Jan 23.  55.9dB 

7:40pm. Jan 23.  65-70dB 

Suddenly, 7:41pm, a lot of jet noise coming into our home.  A jet lost its way? 

8:34pm.  jan 23. HOUSE VIBRATING.  HUGE ROAR. 

10pm. Jan 23.  ROAR. 

Absolutely ear splitting today and continued most of the day.  I could not have a 

conversation outside and the noise hurt! 
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"very loud and disturbing all day long 

exhausting" 

10:53am. Jan 24. South Lopez. Low, load Rumble for the 

past 20 minutes. 55-65 dB. 

1056am. Jan 24. 65.9dB 

10:58am. jan 24.  62.1dB 

One jet flying low 

11:18am. Jan 24. South Lopez. 60.7 - 65.2 dB 

11:22am. HUGE RUMBLE 

12:50pm. Jan 24.  63.8dB. 

1:14pm, Jan 24.  Very loud jet roaring overhead.  tell-tale 

roar of the Growler. 

Loud jet overhead.  Roaring along. Due to clouds I cannot 

see it, but the noise is everywhere. 

Loud jet overhead.  Long on-coming roar, and long roar 

afterward.  Too cloudy to see it, but it has the deep noise of 

the Growler. 

3:52pm. Jan 24. Just reported one loud jet overhead, now 

here is ANOTHER.  Quite loud.  Overcomes all household 

noises and TV. Prolonged jet roar. 

2 separate flights of two, one after the other, under the 

ceiling, slow, very loud. No wind. 

10:03am. Jan 25.  87.6 dB.  Overflight. 

Jets flying over our barn drowning  out all other noise ; voices, birds, horses etc😱 

10:08am.  Jan 25.  South Lopez.  76.9dB.  Overflight. 

Loud jet noises throughout the day starting in the morning, at least once per hour 

well into the night 

Once again hit by jet engine deep roars and sound wave vibrations.  What is this 

doing to our environment and our health? 

9:30am. Jan 28. South Lopez. 75dB. 

9:35 Jan 28.  Loud rumbling and vibrations of jet noise from Whidbey through our 

home. Looks like another bad morning...or day. 

9:56am, Jan 28.  More rumbling and shuddering vibrations from Whidbey. 

10:05am, Jan 28.  Rumbling from jet activity at Whidbey. 

10:25am. jan 28.  LOUD! 

10:26am. Jan 28.  Rumble and big vibration from jet activity at Whidbey. 

10:47am. Jan 28.  72.4dB 

House shakes enough for cups in cupboard to rattle. How is this affecting our 

bodies, exposed to this level of invasive noise? Growlers must be moved to an 

unpopulated site. 

10:50am, Jan 28.  Rumbling vibrations from Whidbey continue.  South Lopez. 

11:02am. Jan 28. 74.3dB 

11:02am. Jan 28. 74.3dB 
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11:04am, Jan 28. South Lopez Continued vibrations from 

Whidbey.  What should I say it is like? earthquake tremors?  

Living underneath a bowling alley? 

11:16am. Jan 28.  68.4dB. 

South Lopez. Living 14 miles from NASWI, feeling the effects 

of all jet activity.  Continued walls of jet noise and 

vibrations. 

11:45am. Jan 28.  73.2 dB 

11:48am, Jan 28, South Lopez.  Abuse continues.  The 

Growlers are WRONG for this populated region.  Loud 

roaring and rumbling vibrations hit our home. 

Ongoing invasive noise from Growlers at NAS Whidbey. We 

cannot concentrate on tasks requiring undivided attention. 

Plus the house shakes! 

Noon, Jan 28.  74.1dB.  RATTLING. 

12:02pm.  Jan 28.  Despite washing machine running and TV 

on, the rumbling noise from Whidbey still overcomes all of 

that sound of home. 

12:09pm.  Had to be outside.  The jet roar in the sky is 

incredible.  It is everywhere. 

Very noisy outside.  I finally had to come inside because the 

jet roar in the sky is so debilitating and disorienting.  As if 

we live next to SeaTac. 

12:20pm. Steady Noise. 

12:34pm. Jan 28.  Big Blasts. 

1:18pm, Jan28.  There is no peace today, no getaway.  The jet noise continues 

from Whidbey. 

A huge blast of noise shakes us from a pleasant evening, as dishes rattle in our 

kitchen cabinets. Why is this allowed? The Navy is beyond citizens' oversight. This 

wrong must be addressed by Congressman Rick Larsen. He must feel pressure 

from  us! 

Loud jet noises throughout the day starting in the morning, at least once per hour 

well into the night 

1:46pm. Jan 29  74.6dB 

12:56pm. Jan 29.  Roaring all morning.  At 12:56pm: 82.6dB 

1:30pm. Jan 29.  76.8dB 

1:40pm. jan 29.  68.9dB 

2:02pm. Jan 29.  81.8 dB 

2:41pm. Jan 29.  68.6dB 

2:50pm. Jan 29.  86.2dB.    Overflight 

2:55pm.  Jan 29. 76.2dB 

Lots of rumbling 

Very loud rumble and deep vibration felt. From Whidbey. 

Another roar and rumbling wall of noise from Whidbey.  Disturbing. 
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Massive swelling burst of noise overhead from a Growler 

flyover. All day, from morning 'til now, huge waves of 

intrusive, nerve jangling blasts from NAS Whidbey. If I had a 

dollar for every noise event...well, so many events no time 

to report all! 

Perfect light outside for a video being made for a little girl's 

birthday and WHAM we are hit by a SCREAMING ROARING 

jet.  Ruined the video take.  This is ABUSE. South Lopez. 

5:10pm.  Continuous roaring and rumbling from Whidbey.  

Loud and vibrating. 

Loud jet noise reverberating in the skies and penetrating my 

home.  Echoing jet roaring.  Living next to a train track with 

a coal train rumbling  - that's what this is like. 

ANOTHER loud jet overhead.  The result of earlier roaring 

from Whidbey, I guess.  A HORRIBLE afternoon. 

Whidbey continues to send the rumbling vibrating noise our 

way from its activities so far away.  The growler is the 

WRONG jet.  TOO LOUD. GO AWAY. 

5:30pm. Jan 29. South Lopez. Since 3pm, ROARS. 

Loud jet over South Lopez.  Noise is all over the place. 

Rumbling from Whidbey.  Sending vibrations into our home. 

More loud waves of noise from Whidbey. 

Sounds and feels like there is a war going on outside this 

evening.  Noise everywhere.  Waves of vibrations from 

Whidbey. Thank God I leave Lopez for a week and get away from this. 

Windows and dishes rattling. Loud noise. 

Jets roaring. The house is shaking. Painful to my inner ear. Like a shock wave to 

the whole body. AWFUL sensation. 

Very loud roaring. The house shakes with each roar. 

The usual, war with the civilians. Off an on throughout the day. 

Loud jet noises throughout the day starting in the morning, at least once per hour 

well into the night 

"Rumbling all day - more like a high loud rumble then a ""low"" rumble 

Very disturbing" 

8:46am. Jan 30. South Lopez. 68.6dB 

9:29am. Jan 30.  68.8dB 

9:41am. Jan 30.  66.6dB.  Roars. 

10:29am. Jan 30. 71.0dB.  Roars 

Another day of intense rumbling. 

12:38pm. Jan 30.    82.4dB 

12:41pm. Jan 30.  South Lopez.  66.9dB 

12:43pm. Jan 30.  68.6dB 

12:44pm. Jan 30. 72.8dB 

12:46pm. Jan 30. 69.9dB 
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Rumble of Jets yesterday and today. When will we have a 

reprieve??? I have a migraine am I have this wall of sound 

shoved onto me in,-caringly by these Growlers. I did NOT 

sign up to be part of your War games!! Please don't use us 

for training!!! 

1:04pm. Jan 30. 82.6dB 

1:16pm.  Jan 30.  70.7dB 

Another day of this terrible racket. 

Ea18G, gear down overhead, below overcast. No wind. Very 

loud. Why gear down??? So much louder when dirty. 

They've been going all afternoon. The ground trembles. I 

cannot imagine how horrible it must be for animals. I 

support the troops, but the Navy needs to give up the idea 

that they can do whatever the f**k they want. The noise 

pollution is real. 

3:15pm. Jan 30.  76.4dB.  Roaring since 1:15. 

3:18pm.  Jan 30.  68.6dB 

3:24pm. Jan 30.  South Lopez.  74.8dB 

Loud enough, like a rocket taking off next door, to disrupt 

my work and cause me to stop and fill out this report. 

5:15pm. Jan 30.  66.4dB 

7:10pm. Jan 30.  Roaring since 5:15.  at 7:10pm: 78.6dB 

Terrible roaring and vibration. This is not something one becomes accustomed to, 

it's dreadful disturbing noise that interferes with healthy physiology. 

"rumble throughout the day 

at times it was so loud I could not hear the person I was speaking to" 

1:36am. Jan 31.  72.6dB 

1:38am. Jan 31.  76.3dB 

9am. Jan 31.  66.4dB 

9:02am.  Jan 31.  South Lopez.  69.8 dB 

9:04am.  Jan 31.  72.6dB 

9:06am. jan 31.  71.7 - 75.6 dB 

The last 3 weeks have been noisy almost constantly during waking hours. Your 

organization is a terrible neighbor. So thoughtless. This is not the sound of 

freedom. 

9:25am. Jan 31.  66.8dB 

9:30am. Jan 31.  68.6dB 

9:32am. Jan 31.  South Lopez.  72.1dB 

9:51am. Jan 31.  74.6dB 

Loud rumble and rattling windows. woke me up from a sound sleep. PLEASE STOP 

USING US IN YOUR WAR GAMES!!! MY EARS ARE RINGING!!! 

10:11am. Jan 31.   South Lopez.  75.3dB 

Very loud low freq. noise. Numerous acft. 
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10:26am. Jan 31.  73.3 - 74.6dB 

jan 31. At MacKaye Harbor.  Very very loud.  Smell of jet 

exhaust. 

1:27pm. Jan 31.  68.8dB 

Windows a d building rattling from the excessively LOUD 

noise...my ears are RINGING...PLEASE STOP IT!! 

1:39pm. Jan 31.  69.6dB 

Early continuous rumbling to extremely loud to rumbling 

again all day since 9:00 a.m. Plus fuel fumes. Sound & air 

pollution wear down people’s health. This is wearing. 

1:53pm.  Jan 31.  64.8dB 

3:03pm. Jan 31.  66.3dB.  Roaring since 2pm. 

Door and windows vibrate, rumble that lasts all day long. 

Less than a few minutes without any rumble throughout the 

whole day. 

3:31pm.  65.3dB.  Roaring since 3pm. 

4pm. Jan 31.  67.8dB 

4:30pm.  Jan 31.  Roaring since 4pm. 

5:34pm. Jan 31. 68.6dB 

6:20pm. jan 31.  South Lopez.  72.4dB 

6:25 Pm. Jan 31.  62.4dB 

6:57pm Jan 31.  MORE ROARING. 

7:20pm.  Jan 31.  MORE ROARING AGAIN. 

7:44pm. Jan 31.  68.4dB 

No moon too dark,low fly over too the east 

Almost constant noise for hours. Causing anxiety and disruptive of any relaxation. 

From the moment I came home and ongoing all night are roaring rumbling 

horrible noise. Constant noise allowing no relaxation or enjoyment of my home. 

After 10 pm and still creepy thunder from the south. 

Roaring and vibration. I was on a dock and the dock shook. The governor of WA 

recognizes the importance of reducing noise pollution for orcas. The jet noise 

creates terrible noise pollution in the entire area. 

Rumble so loud it vibrated my insides and then a jet flying over that shook the 

house 

Roaring and shaking almost the entire day and now into evening. 

9am.  Feb 1.  ROAR 

10am. Feb 1.  65dB 

11:30am. Feb 1.  Continued roaring.  65dB 

1:38pm. South Lopez.  Overflight.  96.2dB 

4:40pm. Feb 1. Steady low roar since 1:40. 

9:30pm. Feb 1.  Continued roaring since 9am. 

11:10am.  Feb 1.  65dB 
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No noise today but assuming it is because of snowstorm. 

YEA for snow if it keeps the stupid-ass jets on the ground! 

Feb 13, 2019, Wed, S. Lopez, overflight - 86.2 in the house 

Feb 13, 2019, Wed, S. Lopez, Coming home from a full day 

of medical appointments - needing quiet - the jets are 

roaring from 4:22pm -7:30pm.  No place to get away from 

the noise. 

Loud jet roaring overhead.  Tell-tale deep and long roar. 

We are getting jet noise in the skies, Jets flying around us.  

Loud and disturbing. 

ANOTHER loud jet roaring in the skies.  I am busy, so I do 

not want to go outside and look at what it is.  But the noise 

is characteristic of the loud Navy jets.  And it is still roaring. 

Doors are shut. Windows shut.  TV on.  People talking, yet 

we are STILL invaded by jet roars.  These Navy jets are TOO 

LOUD.  They do not belong here. 

6:34pm and we are being assaulted by a HUGE and LONG 

roar.  Jets taking off?  It is HUGE! 

Dinner time and we have jet noise in our home.  Sounds like 

several jets swirling around.  Very loud. South Lopez. 

7:20pm.  Rumbling vibration from Whidbey shudders our 

home. 

This is the fourth time that the rumble of Jets overhead has 

WOKEN ME UP TONIGHT!! STOP USING US LOPEZIANS AS 

YOUR PAWNS IN YOUR WAR GAMES!!! We NEVER AGREED to be part of your 

tactics, used at targets or part of your routes!! PLEASE STOP abusing us! 

Roaring jets. Vibrating the house and my eardrums. 

Feb 14, 12:52pm.  Drove north to seek refuge from the noise.  The jet noise is 

severe in the Village too.  Now at home again, subject to another BOOM from 

Whidbey at 12:52pm 

75 decibels    s. Lopez 

Feb 14 9:24am.  Huge rumbling from Whidbey.  Feel the vibrations. 

75.3 decibels S Lopez 

Feb 14 9:24am.  More rumble and Vibration.  Extremely loud. Thunderous. 

73.6 decibels  S. Lopez 

Feb 14 9:33am.  ANOTHER rumbling roar that vibrates through our home.  Looks 

like this will be a very long and irritating day. More Navy abuse. 

Distracting prolonged rolling thunder. 

LOUD!!!!!!! S. Lopez 

Feb 14, 9:42am.  CONTINUING ROARING from Whidbey.  LOUD and VIBRATING. 

Feb 14. 9:44am. I will record every $%^&*#@$% thunderous jet roar from 

Whidbey because I can tell this will go on all day. 

Feb 14, 9:51am.  Continuing thunderous roars and vibration air waves. 

Feb 14, 9:53am.  South Lopez.  Continuing roaring and booming. 
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Feb 14, 10:18AM.  I CANNOT POSSIBLY RECORD EVERY 

ROARING BOOM COMING FROM WHIDBEY, SINCE THEY ARE 

ALMOST CONTINUOUS.  BUT HERE IS A BIG ONE 

75 decibels - Series of GIANT ROARS. 

Feb 14, 10:25am.  Jet noise in the skies is horrific.  Sounds 

like war. 

Feb 14, 10:30am.  Again, roaring thunder from Whidbey 

that shudders the house and our bodies. 

Jets roaring overhead AGAIN!!! Interrupted my conversation 

with my neighbor!! SEVERAL PASSES ALREADY THIS 

MORNING...MANY PASSES WAY AFTER DARK LAST 

NIGHT.We never agreed to be part of your War Games!! My 

ears are ringing loudly from the noise 

Feb 14, 10:37am. South Lopez.  More rumble and wall of 

noise and vibrations. 

Nice quiet snowy winter day,except for the thundering 

noise from the "Growlers"! 

Feb 14, 10:41am.  Continued rumble and vibration roaring 

at us from Whidbey. 

HIDEOUSLY NOISY OVERFLIGHTS - over Natl. Monument 

lands.  Silence is shattered on S. LOPEZ. 

Feb 14, 10:46am.  Very loud jet overhead.  Roaring from 

Whidbey this morning means jets will scream over us.  

Double insults. 

PT COLVILLE - LOPEZ- MONUMENT LANDS- 10:56AM - 12:08PM - an hour + of 

shattering noise. 72.6 dBA -74.8 dBA 

feb 14. 10:58am.More roaring from Ehidbey.  It shakes us.  Thinking I have to 

leave my home to retain sanity. 

Feb 14, 11am.  More rumble and vibrating wall of noise. 

Jets over our home making it shake😱 

Feb 14, 11:07AM.  MORE RUMBLE AND VIBRATION .  Being bombed with jet noise. 

Extremely loud rumbling since 9:20 a.m. 

Feb 14.  11:14am.  More rumble and vibrating wall of jet noise. 

Extremely loud noise interrupted my work inside my house. 

12:20pm, Feb 14.  Came to the Village to escape noise at home. No way.  LOUD 

rumbling of jet activity at Whidbey.  Disturbing. 

In Lopez Village.  Just as noisy here as it is at home.  Thought I could get away from 

it.  The air is FILLED with BOOMING jet engine noise. 

20 miles from Ault Field in Lopez Village and it feels and sounds like we are being 

BOMBED.  Jet thunder in the air in Lopez Village.  This is outrageous. Navy has no 

right to use such loud jets here. 

S. Lopez - 76.5dBA  Makes me wish it was still snowing and they were grounded.  

They completely destroy peace and quiet 

feb 14. 12:55pm.  Continued rumble and vibrating wall of noise RIGHT NOW. 
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Feb 14. 1:19pm. In addition to booming from Whidbey, we 

now have jets screaming over us.  Sky is filled with jet noise. 

I blame  Larsen, Murray, Cantwell for ignoring this situation.  

All talk, no action. 

Feb 14, 1:23pm.  Another overflight, roaring jet.  South 

Lopez. 

feb 14, 1:35pm.  ANOTHER jet over us.  LOUD.  When asked 

if I should just wear Bose headphones to block the noise, my 

answer is, WHY should I have to wear headphones in my 

own home.  The NAVY is the abuser. 

Feb 14, 1:44pm.  Jet noise inside and outside is very very 

very loud.  the noise is everywhere. 

Feb 14. 2:04pm.  I continue to record every jet noise event 

today.  There MUST be a record of this Navy abuse and the 

ignorance of Larsen, Murray and Cantwell. 

Feb 14, 2:49pm.  Jet noise everywhere. South Lopez. 

Feb 14, 3:10pm.  Loud jet overhead. 

S LOPEZ - 3:12 - 3:57PM  ANOTHER 45 MINUTES OF 

SHATTERING NOISE AND VIBRATION 

Feb 14, 3:16pm.  Overflight.  Loud jet. After launching them 

all...booming thunder from Whidbey...we now have to 

endure their flights overhead. 

Feb 14. 3:40pm.  Loud roaring rumble and vibrating wall of 

noise from Whidbey. 

2 rumbles within about a minute 

Feb 14.  4pm.  Continued roaring and booming from Whidbey.  Shakes us. 

S. LOPEZ - 4:32PM - 6:08 PM  - SOLID HIDEOUS NOISE. 72 DECIBELS 

Feb 14.  4:35pm.  Again, the rumbling and roaring from Whidbey. 

Feb 14.  4:52pm.  Another OVERFLIGHT Loud roaring jet. 

They've been going all day. Super annoying. 

Feb 14.  5:17pm.  I have been recording noise incidents since 9:24am.  This has 

been all-day war noise.  This is not acceptable. 

Feb 14.  5:20pm.  Continuous roaring from Whidbey. 

All day long, unrelenting rumble. In my own living room in the middle of the island 

I can feel the vibration in my body. I cannot imagine what people are feeling on 

the south end of Lopez. 

Feb 14.  5:22pm  Again, rumbling deep roar and vibration from Whidbey that 

rattles our home. 

Feb 14.  5:34pm  Again, another rumbling roar from Whidbey.  Is this how dinner 

is going to be? 

Feb 14.  5:40pm. LOUD LOUD LOUD jet over us. Characteristic Growler noise. 

Feb 14. 6pm. Rumble and loud deep thundering vibrations from Whidbey. 

S LOPEZ - 6:20 - 6:58 PM. NOISE STARTED AT 9:22 AM.  WE HAVE BEEN EXPOSED 

TO OVER 9 HOURS OF GROWLER NOISE and overflights.  OUR HOMES ARE IN A 

WAR TRAINING ZONE 

Feb 14. 6:39pm.  Rumbling and vibrating wall of noise from Whidbey again. 
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Feb 14.  6:50pm. BAM!  ANOTHER thunderous attack from 

Whidbey. 

S. LOPEZ, 2/14/19: 7:06 PM - 85 decibels - GIANT blast and 

over fights until 8pm.  A total of 10 hours of Growler noise 

for today ! 

Feb 14. 7:08pm.  More roaring and vibrating waves of noise 

from Whidbey. 

Feb 14. 7:09pm.  Wham Bam.  ANOTHER wallop from 

Whidbey. 

Distracted conversation inside house 

Feb 14.  7:12pm.  Dinner with jet noise.  Loud and roaring 

overhead. 

Regular noise coming from Whidbey NAS disrupting home 

activities. 

"Loud rumble with windows 

Rattling on flyover" 

Frighteningly loud jets screaming directly over my house.  

Growlers have been flying overhead all afternoon!  Peaceful 

quiet of island destroyed. 

Feb 14. 7:25pm.  ANOTHER jet flying over us.  We endure 

their launch with roaring vibrating noise waves, and then 

they scream over us.  Lousy Navy. 

Feb 14. 7:37pm.  ANOTHER fly over of loud jet 

Feb 14. 7:14pm.  We are now at over 10 hours of continuous jet noise from 

Whidbey.  An abusive day. 

Feb 14. 7:49pm.  The overflights continue.  Here is one now. LOUD and invasive. 

Feb 14.  8:02pm.  Another loud jet roaring overhead. Not a commercial jet, not a 

private jet.  A navy jet LOUD and invasive. 

Feb 14.  8:04pm.  ANOTHER loud jet overhead.  Glad I am leaving Lopez tomorrow.  

More peaceful on I-5. I tell people: Don't come to the San Juan islands.  We are a 

War Zone. 

S Lopez - 1:17 -2:23pm  OVERFLIGHTS - ANOTHER HOUR OF BEING TRAPPED IN 

GROWLER NOISE 

Leah Rose Road.  Very noisy with deep jet rumbling and vibrating air. 

11:51pm.  Leah Rose Rd.  Very loud here.  Just visiting and can't believe the noise 

from Whidbey reaches here. 

disturbed a reiki session the entire time 

rattled windows 

since this morning (3:11pm now), these awful jets have been doing their thang. So 

harmful and disruptive 

GO AWAY! 

constant vibration and growling all day long 

Jet going over was so loud we could not hear conversation in the house. 

over west side of north Lopez, disruptive noise 

Disruptive grower roar lasting almost 3 mins 
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Low flying growler aircraft 

Jets directly overhead, incredible roar, had to cover ears, 

the noise obliterated all other sounds. Very painful to 

eardrums. It is CRAZY to allow this sort of noise in any 

inhabited area.  Jets continue roaring nearby. 

2 Growlers flying north along the west side of Lopez 

Low flying growler aircraft 

More Growlers flying over the west side of Lopez. Their roar 

continues to echo for minutes 

Again why does the Navy need to fly over Lopez? 

S. Lopez: 2/15/2019: 12:30- 1:30- constant noise. Sounds 

like FCLP'S. 

Watmough Head Road, Lopez. LOUD, RUMBLING, BODY 

VIBRATING Growler noise - 1:40 pm- 2:40-pm. 

Loud jet noise in our area 

Low jet flyover extremely loud disturbing a quiet walk 

Extremely low rumbling off and on all day today. Low jet 

flyovers. Extremely loud growler at 4:47 pm. 

Low flying growler aircraft 

You would think its a national emergency. What is Lopez 

Island doing on their flight path? 

the buttheads are back 

another day spoiled by growlers. 

still at it, most unsettling 

2 Growlers directly over Iceberg  National Monument. I even had ear buds in and 

heard them 6 miles away! They came back an hour later and did the same thing so 

obviously they are doing this intentionally 

RIGHT DOWN THE MIDDLE OF LOPEZ by Lopez Airport Carrier transport four 

engines <2000 feet! P.S. Can someone tell the Navy you can't land that plane 

there 

Refueling Prop Plane. Lets practice refueling over environmentally sensitive areas 

Jets flying all day and making extreme noise.  My ears and head was hurting and I 

was feeling stressed 

"It was so loud that there was vibration and I could not talk with a person inside 

my home.  We had to wait until the jet went by  

so loud and exhausting" 

S. Lopez.  The roar begins.......... 

SE Lopez: Deep bone rattling rumbles: 8:47am, 9:06am, 1:08pm, 2:17pm. Affects 

the whole body 

3 pound jets heard while walking at Spencer’s Spit this morning.  Good way to ruin 

a walk! 

Lopez Village: Screaming Growlers over the village.  THIS MUST STOP!!! 

Having a meeting inside the office when interrupted by loud overflight. Had to 

stop to figure out what was happening. 
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Interrupted my train of thought - working thru a complex 

issue. 

Multiple fly overs of fisherman bay area....extremely loud 

that disrupted phone conversations and activities. 

It also disrupted my activity. The extremely loud sound just 

suddenly appeared out of nowhere and scared me quite a 

lot. 

11:52am, Feb 19.  Loud jet overhead. 

Another flyover just like the one I reported 15 minutes ago. 

SE Lopez: Growler overflight. Staggeringly LOUD. LARSEN, 

MURRAY, CANTWELL - SHAME ON YOU - FOR ALLOWING 

THIS HEARTH DAMAGING INTRUSION! 

12:03pm, Feb 19. DEAFENING DEAFENING SUDDEN SCREAM 

AND ROAR over us.  Too cloudy to see, but tell-tale roar.. 

This GROWLER was about to land on our house. Startled 

me. 

LOUD Growler overhead 

1:55pm.  In the Village.  Extremely loud roaring jet 

overhead.  Could not carry on a conversation.What are 

these jets doing flying over Lopez Village? 

Almost NO WAY to describe the ear-splitting, deafening 

shriek and roar from a jet overhead. Just walking to the 

mailbox and I had to stand there, disoriented, on the road, 

with my hands over my ears. Not safe. 3:20. Feb 19. Mud 

Bay. It went on and on 

Extremely loud & very low flyover, screaming, growling, shaking the ground. I'm 

trying to have a nice quiet walk in the woods, it's completely overpowered. This is 

sound harassment. 

3:36pm. Feb 19. SCREAMING and then ROARING, and the roaring is 

looooonnnnggggg. Jet overhead.  Mud Bay. 

I know you have to fly but can you please do it so that it doesn't impact the quality 

of my life? 

"Jet so loud I could not hear conversation in the house 

I had to cover my hands over my ears in the house and the noise makes me feel 

stressed" 

At work the noise was deafening and I am working on a construction site. 

S Lopez: Deep ROAR  begins!!! 

S Lopez: Over flight of two Growlers- 94.3 decibels - no way to block the ROAR! 

S Lopez: 89 decibels in the house. INSANE !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

Low key flyovers every few minutes. Roaring, screaming, deafening. Why are you 

turning this intentionally quiet & peaceful community into a war zone? 

S Lopez: Walking on Natl Monument lands - Growler overflights - 92 decibels. 

S Lopez: 85 decibels in the house 

S Lopez: 4:23pm, 6:50pm GRINDING -ROARING, SCREAMING OVER FLIGHTS 

Overflights off and on throughout the day. The usual Navy making it's rude 

presence known. 

Growlers 
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S Lopez: Screaming Growlers flying over Natl. Monument 

lands. 

S. Lopez: 83.9 decibels  Growlers over our home. 

S. Lopez:  Growlers overhead.80.2 decibels in the house. 

Deafening roar from a growler high up almost directly 

overhead. Why are you sending these over peaceful civilian 

lands? Overpowering, screaming roar. 

S Lopez, 76.2 decibels 

Extremely loud jet or growler. Very disruptive. 

S. Lopez: 78.3 decibels 

S. Lopez, Natl. Monument  - Chadwick Marsh - 84.3 decibel 

overflight 

Deafening jet overhead. Very disruptive and wearing. 

S Lopez: 79.8 decibel overflight 

S Lopez: 75 decibel overflight 

S. Lopez: 85 decibels - Horrible way to start the day! 

Extremely loud growler taking over a quiet morning walk. 

Myself and my dogs were awakened by low frequency jet 

engine noise. Windows were rattling. 

Very loud noise while out for a walk. The ground vibrated. 

The usual garbage. 

S. Lopez: 92decibels in the kitchen. 

Horrendously loud inside the house!!! for over a minute and then again 2 minutes 

late 

S. Lopez: 75 decibels in the house 

S. Lopez: 79.4 decibels. 

Loud rumble that is shaking things in my place and rattling the windows...I can't 

hear my TV. The Jets set my ears ringing. Please STOP these flyovers!!! We never 

agreed to be part of your War games!!! 

S. Lopez: 67.7 decibels 

S. Lopez: 79.8 decibels Walking - Growler noise is crushing. 

"N. Lopez,  10:30am -3:30pm. 

Contant  ROARS! Some of us come N. - 20+ miles from NASWI to try to get away 

from the noise.  Growlers are flying over Lopez creating a huge noise impact - 

Peace & Quiet is destroyed - Larsen, Murray, Cantwell ignore." 

S. Lopez: 77.3 decibels  noise continues- 78.2, 80.3- Wish we could trap Murray, 

Cantwell and Larsen in this Navy War TRaining Zone! Then they might actually DO 

SOMETHING! 

S. Lopez: 11:04 - 5:20pm– Almost 6 SOLID HOURS OF 66.5 - 75 - 82 DECIBELS OF 

GROWLER NOISE.  There is no question that this is a mental health risk. 

Roaring heard in the village. Why are these aircraft traveling over the far side of 

this island? 

Loud rumble shaking my whole building, rattling my windows... can't hear over the 

jet noise. Sets my ears ringing. Please STOP THESE FLYOVERS!!! 
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Trying to enjoy a quiet afternoon walk, overpowered by 

loud jets or growlers. 

Roaring disrupts an otherwise peaceful afternoon walk. This 

is invasion of living space. 

Lucky enough to be home early from work- only to be 

subjected to sinister low thunder from the south- sounds of 

warfare preventing peace at home.  Unhealthy, stress 

provoking noises.  Fidalgo Island near the ferry terminal 

Jet or growler rumbling going on almost continuously all 

afternoon. Also jet fuel fumes. You are fouling our air and 

water with your fuel dumping. 

S. Lopez: After 6 hours of nearly solid Growler noise on 

supposedly a zero FCLP DAY the noise continues - 6:57 pm - 

7:34pm.  WE NEED TO BUILD A WALL AROUND NASWI ! 

nearly 7:30 and the horrid rumbles from the south persist- 

tearing up the peaceful night.  unhealthy.  Belongs far from 

innocent citizens.  Anacortes near ferry terminal 

Jet overhead so terribly loud it disrupted our watching tv! 

Piercing noise of jet - noise inside my house. 

SECOND LOUD JET OVERHEAD 

Another screaming jet over my house. 

SECOND LOUD JET OVERHEAD 

Low flying growler aircraft 

disrupted a lovely dinner.  extremely loud 

Roaring and change of pressure as if my eardrums will implode. Very painful, 

horrible sensation. This is NOT HEALTHY. 

Oh goody, more bullying by OUR military to impress their unfeeling presence on 

the citizens. 

Jets roaring much of the day. Occasionally extremely loud, mostly roaring and 

vibration. 

S. Lopez: 8:38am - 10:09am - more disruptive Growler noise -75 decibels 

S Lopez: 79.6 decibels Overflight of Growlers 

S. Lopez: Steady ROAR - 2:50pm - 3:15pm 70 - 75 decibels. 

S. Lopez: 6:15pm, 6:17pm, 6:25pm - Screaming overflights - 70 - 75 decibels in the 

house. 

Low flying large 4-engine navy jet 

S Lopez: Overflights - 8:26pm -8:30pm 70 - 75decibels in the house 

 

 

This report is submitted by Quiet Skies over San Juan County. 

www.quietskies.info 


